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Abstract

The initial condition of a core transient should be consistent uath real core state for the simu-

lation of the core transient. The initial xenon distribution, which can not be measured in the core,

has a significant effect on the transient with xenon dynamics. In the simulation of the transient star-

ting from non-equilibrium xenon state, the accurate initialization of the non-equilibrium xenon distri-

bution is essential for the prediction of the core transient behavior. In this study, a xenon initializa-

tion method to predict (he core transient more accurately vies developed through the equivalent

pre-xenon-osdllation which represents the xenon oscillation before the transient and verified by the

application of the simulation for a startup test of Yonggwang Unit 3.

1. Introduction

The purpose of PWR core transient simulation is

to predict the variation of the core behavior with xen-

on dynamics time scale due to the change of oper

ating conditions such as power, control rod position

and moderator temperature The simulation of the

core transients requires initial core conditions, not

only measurable parameters (e.g. core bumup, con

trol rod position, power distribution, moderator tern
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perature etc.) but also non-measurable parameters

(e.g. fuel temperature, xenon distributions etc). Diffi-

culties in the core transient simulation or prediction

are originated from the uncertainties in the paramet-

ers related with the initial conditions. An adaptive tec-

hnique, such as ONED series [1, 2], had been devel-

oped to remove the prediction errors due to the

uncertainties of the initial condition.

The adaptive core simulation requires adjustments

of several parameters which affect the core behavior.

One of the most important and difficult parameters

adjusted for the initialization is the xenon distribution,

since it may affect the core behavior sustainedly. Fur-

thermore, since the reactor may have a xenon oscil-

lation, the exact prediction of the initial xenon distri-

bution is almost impossible In the indirect initializa-

tion approach tried by S.H. Lee [3], the existence of

xenon oscillation was characterized by axial power

shape variation and it has been found that the initial

xenon distribution has a dominant effect on the pre-

diction of core transient behavior. Lee's method sol-

ves first order perturbation equation for initial iodine

and xenon distributions with the assumption of a lin-

ear relationship between the axial power shape and

the xenon distribution. The initial iodine and xenon

distributions are linearly adjusted by the least square

method which minimizes the difference between

measured and predicted axial power shape This met-

hod, however, is a kind of trial and error approach

so that much more efforts are required to determine

the initial xenon distribution

In this study, an equivalent prexenon-oscillation

approach, which can determine the initial xenon dis-

tribution more stra^htforuardly, is discussed for the

core transient anaksis. A core transient behavior star-

ting with xenon oscillation depends on the direction

of the xenon distribution change as well as xenon dis-

tribution itself. If the sbghl pre xenon-oscillation be-

fore the transient exists in the core without any sig-

nificant change of core condition, the prexenon-os-

dilation can be characterized by the variation of the

core axial power shape. This pre-xenon-oscillation

can be represented by an equivalent pre-xenon-oscil-

lation which reproduces the core behavior before the

transient Determining the equivalent pre-xenon-oscil-

lation using axial poweT shape \ariation before the

transient the simulation of core transient estimates

the core transient behavior with resonable accuracy

as discussed later.

2. Determination of Equivalent Pre-Xenon-

OsdllarJon

The xenon oscillation is characterized by the axial

power shape variation. For the simple representation

of the axial power shape variation, a parameter AS!

(Axial Shape Index) is defined by

PB - PT
ASI = (1)

where PB and Pr are the power of the bottom and

top half of the core, respectively. During the xenon

oscillation, the ASI variation can be represented by

ASKt) = C cos(<»»/) e" + ESI. (2)

where C is the initial amplitude CJ is the frequency,

8 is the clamping factor of the ASI oscillation and

ESI is the ASI of the equilibrium state The fre-

quency can be urinen as

co = ^f. (3)

where T is the oscillation period. The period of the

xenon oscillation can be determined from the refer-

ence core calcukaon or actual core measurement

The xenon oscillation within any single oscillatory

cycle can be represented by an eeuivalenl oscillation

whose time domain is only on a period. If the equiv

alent oscillation is the n ih origjvil oscillation, the

equivalent amplitude C, is

C. = Ce3T: (4)

where, T. is the starting time of a.de n

Since the time span to be cons*dered is only a per

iod of the oscillabon. the equilivatent amplitude C, is

approximately a constant in the period lor the rela

tively small amplitude Lei the difference between
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AS1 and ESI be D at time t after an impulse pertur

balion which leads to a pre-xenon-oscillation is then

LKt) = C.coai^f t). (5)

Now, assume that a transient starts time 4 after the

impulse perturbation which leads to an equivalent

oscillation. Eq.(5) is in a time domain that the im

pulse perturbation occurs at t=0. Transforming Eq.

(5) into a time domain that the transient starts at

i = 0 and the impulse perturbation is given at -4

introduces

= C, cos[ - ^ U + *)].

This pre xenon-osciallation before the transient can

be determined by the estimation of equivalent ampli-

tude C and pre-oscillation time 4 using least square

fitting from the core measurement data, i.e, ASI

measurements before the transient.

If N measurement data points are given before a

certain transient, C< and 4 can be determined to min-

imize the sum of the squares of errors, e,.

er =

so that
Be,
8C.

and

de.

. - Ccost •2f-(ti+4>)] ) \ (7)

3C.

= 0 (8)

SJZ),-C.cos[ = 0. (9)

Equations (8) and (9) can be rewritten as

2 S cost -2*<
I— I *

i-C. cos[

and

— 2 sin[x ,-\

(Z>,-C«cost

= 0 (10)

0 . (ID

respectively Equations (10) and (11) can be solved

with conditions of C.^0 and 0 S ( f ^ T . The Elem

ination of C. in equations (10) and (11) introduces

V1 n me r -6i j

• — 1

sin[ Jf (12)

Let

and

a =

-fo.

^ 4).

Q,

then Equation (12) can be rewritten as a third order

polinomial equation for •*-,

A{-&-? + B(-£)2 + ;4(-£) + B = 0.(13)
Q O O

where
V ft

and

B = S (Die

N

2
i - l

1™1 I™ 1

- S (£>.-W f (a.-*/)
i - i i—i

Equation (13) can be factorized by

y l - ^ + B) = 0.

and we can get

-fi. = - -

Since •

A'

=tan (-^- (<), 4 <s then

(14)

(15)

(16)

and C. can directly be obtained from Equation (10)

as
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C. =
Acos[

£ COS2[
(17)

Note that however, ^ solved by Equation (16) always

has two roots within the range of O ^ ^ T , and that

one leads to positive C and the other leads to nega-

tive C, by Equation (17). It is obvious that we should

select only positive C. and relevant j.

Thus, obtaining C, and 4 means that we can re-

construct an equivalent pre-xenon-oscillarjon which

represents the core behavior before the transient

Any initial impulse perturbation which leads to posi-

tive ASI perturbation can be used for the reconstruc-

tion.

3. Application for Unit Load Transient Test in

VGN-3 Cycle 1

A core transient had been tested in Yonggwang

Unit 3 Cycle 1 startup to verify the core power chan-

ge capability to concur with turbine power change.

The test was performed at 1900 M\W)/MTU and

started from ARO 95% power level with a step pow-

er change to 85%. About two and half hour later the

core power was decreased to 70% by the ramp rate

of - 5 % per minute. Then, three hours after, the

core power increased to 70% by the ramp rate of 5%

per minute. After another three hours core power ret-

urned to 95% by step change. Figure 1 shows the

core power change in the transient The boron con-

centration during the test was kept between 745 to

78 r PPM. The major power control was performed

by lead bank insertion and withdrawal. The boron

concentration and the lead bank movement during

the test are shown in Figures 2 and 3. ASI variation

was measured for the uuhole transient from the on-lin

e monitoring system COLSS (4).

To simulate the tested core transient ONED94

was used. ONED94 is an updated version of

ONED90 developed by KAER1 (1 .2) . This code sol-

ves two group one-dimensional diffusion equation by

Fig. 1. Core Power Change in Transient

Hm« MM Tmtaimt (tm)

Fig. 2. PPM Change in Transient

I-
i
Ttaw Mix Trenriart &n)

Fig. 3. Lead Bank Position in Transient

the ANM/NEM with adapted parameters which adjus-

ts the steady state ONED94 model [5] to be consist-

ent with those of three-dimensional nuclear design

code ROCS [6]

Figure 4 shows the comparison of measured ASI's

with the ONED94 simulation results assuming the

transient starts from the equilibrium xenon state i.e.,

it was assumed that there is no pre xenon-oscillation

before the transient. As shown in this figure, the sim-

ulation neglect ASI variation before the transient and

thus, the difference between measured ASI and

ONED94 results increases as the transient proceeds

with RMS difference of 1.8% in ASI predictions ver-

sus measurements. It can be seen that the four ASI

measurement data before the transient of which pow-
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Fig. 4. ASI Simulation of Transient with Eq. Xenon

er level is greater than 99%, were increasing slightly.

It implies that the core has the xenon oscillation be-

fore the transient and the effect on transient core

behavior appears by the difference between meas-

ured and simulated ASfs in Figure 4.

In order to consider the xenon oscillation before

the transient, an equivalent pre-xenon-oscillation dis-

cussed in Section 2 was determined from four ASI

measurement data before the transient. As a result of

least square fitting, the equivalent pre-xenon-oscil-

lation was characterized by

iXO = 0.0177 cost -te- (, +22.18)] .

where 30.5 is the free xenon oscillation period estim-

ated by the equilibrium ONED94 simulation and i is

the time in hour from the start of transient. Figure 5

shows the equivalent pre-xenon-oscillation deter-

mined using the four ASI measurement data before

The transient.

The equivalent pre-xenon-oscillation can be gen

erated by one hour impulse lead bank movement of

which insertion step leads to the amplitude of

0.0177. The insertion step can easily be determined

002
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Fig. 5. Cosine Fitting o( Equivalent Pre-Xenon-
Osdllation

Pig. 6. ASI Simulation of Transient with Pre-Xenon-
Oscillation

by a few simulations of the impulse perturbation fol-

lowed by free xenon oscillation. In this case, the in-

sertion step was determined by 28% core height The

result of the transient simulation preceeded by the

22.18 hours xenon oscillation after one hour lead

bank insertion of 28%, is shown in Figure 6. h can

be seen that the simulated ASI variation weD agrees

with measured data. The RMS difference in ASI pred-

ictions versus measurements is 0.7%.

4. Conclusions

A straightforward xenon initialization method was

discussed in this study, which is based on the core

behavior before the transient. The core behavior rep-

resents the xenon status in the core as ASI variation.

Though the xenon distribution itself can not directly

be reproduced, the equivalent pre-xenon-oscillation,

which represents the core behavior, provides an im-

plicit initial xenon distribution for the core transient

simulation. The efficiency of the equivalent pre-xeno

n-oscillation depends on the confidence of the core

measurement data before the transient Since the

equivalent pre-xenon-oscillation considers only a sin

gle period of oscillation, the core ASI variation data

which covers a quarter of single period of xenon os-

cillation (about 8 hours for typical PWR) is sufficient

to determine the pre-xenon-oscillation. In the appli-

cation of this study, only 4 hours data give a good

prediction of the core transient simulation. It should

be noted that, however, all of the ASI variation data

in this case are within a quarter of an oscillation per-
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iod Therefore, it is concluded that the necessary ASI

variation data required to generate the equivalent

pre xenon-osdllaton is at least 4 hours of data of

which the ASl's are between ESI and any one peak

value in the positive or negative direction.

In conclusion, the equivalent pre-xenon-oscillation

approach to initialize the xenon distribution in the

core using pre-measurement core data enables accu-

rate estimation of the core transient Because the

equivalent pre-xenonoscillation can be generated

scaightfowardiy by the least square fitting, this met-

hod can easily be programmed and applicable to the

core simulator.
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ABSTRACT

ONED94, one-dimensional two-group diffusion code, developed by KAERJ is verified with plant measurement
data from Yonggwang Nuclear Unit 3 Cycle 1. ONED94 simulations were performed for six transient cases where
the axial power distributions are significantly fluctuated due to huge control rod motions and/or xenon oscillations.
For each transient simulations control rod motions and power levels were supplied to ONED94. The variations of
Axial Shape Index calculated by ONED94 were compared to the actual plant data and the differences were not
greater than 2% at any time in the simulated transients.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONED94 is an upgraded version of ONED90 developed by KAERI which uses one-dimensional two-group
diffusion theory.IJ The basic methodology of ONED94 is essentially same as ONED90, while the graphic user
interface routines are updated in ONED94. The nuclear model employed in ONED series is a nodal expansion or
analytic nodal method with non-linear iteration scheme based on equivalent discontinuity factor. Simplified thermal
hydraulic feedback model for kinetics problem and xenon transient model are also incorporated into the code.
ONED series are programmed in FORTRAN- 77 for easy portability on various platform machine including
persona! computer.

The cross section data base for ONED series is generated from the reference three-dimensional core calculations
typically using nuclear design codes. ONED series also use self-determined adjustment factors through adaptations
of power distributions, control rod worths, and xenon worth which make the calculated values match with the
reference values by design code or measurement data. The applicability of ONED90 had been verified with plant
Operation data for the Kori Unit 4 in Korea which is a Westinghouse plant,' and with SAV79A nuclear design
system.45

In 1994 Yonggwang Unit 3 (YGN-3) which is based on SYSTEM80 of ABB-CE was constructed and operated
in Korea. Several transient tests were performed in the startup test period. In order to verify the applicability of
ONED series to Yonggwang Unit 3 or similar type of reactor, the tests have been simulated by ONED94 of which
data base was generated from ROCS/CEKLAPS which are ABB-CE nuclear design system."

II. TRANSIENT SIMULATIONS WITH ONED94

Verification calculations were performed for six transient core simulations where the axial power distributions
were significantly fluctuated due to control rod motions and/or xenon oscillations during the power ascension
physics test for YGN-3 initial core. The transient conditions include 1) CPC power distribution measurement test at
50% power; 2) xenon oscillation control test at 50% power; 3) unit load transient test at 50% power; 4) load
rejection test at 80% power; 5) load cycling test at 100% power; and 6) unit load transient test at 95% power. These
core transients were simulated by ONED94 with input control rod motions, boron concentrations, and reactor power
levels. The Axial Shape Index (ASI) calculated by ONED94 were compared to the measured ASI which were
collected from the COLSS (Core Operating Limit Supervisory System) monitor during the test.1 The ASI is defined
as the ratio of the difference between bottom and top power to the total reactor power. Equivalent pre-xenon-
oscillation method was applied for the simulation of the transients starting from the non-equilibrium xenon
condition.9

"CPC power distribution measurement lest at 50% power" was done at core bumup of 350 MWD/MTU. During
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about 50 hours of the test, there were huge control rod motions of banks 5 and P with constant core power level.
Bank 5 is the lead regulating bank and bank P is part strength control bank designed for load maneuvering operation.
Consequently, ASI varied from -0.25 to +0.30. For ONED94 simulation, xenon adaptation factor was generated
from the actual plant measurement data, while power distribution and control rod worths were adapted from
reference three-dimensional ROCS calculations. Figure 1 shows the control rod motions and ASI variations during
the transient. The ASI variations occured first 20 hours of the transient is mainly due to the control rod motions
while the ASI variations after that is due to the xenon oscillation. As shown in Figure 1, the calculated ASl's are
somewhat greater than the measured values after 40 hours of the transient, which can be overcome by additional
adaptation process at the appropriate time point.

"Xenon oscillation control test at 50% power" were simulated by ONED94 with the xenon adaptation factor
obtained from "CPC power distribution measurement test at 50% power." During the test ASI was fluctuated from -
0.05 to +0.27 and there were control rod motions as shown in Figure 2 while the core power level was held constant.
As shown in Figure 2, the simulation results agree well with the measured values.

"Unit load transient test at 50% power" was performed at 1100 MWD/MTU. Figure 3 shows that there were
control rod motions of bank 5 and the core power levels were changed as 50-25-50% during about 6 hours for each
power level. As shown in Figure 3, continuous insertion of the control bank makes ASI increase up to +0.22 which
is heavily bottom-peaked power shape and differences between ONED94 simulated and measured ASI are less than
2% during the whole transient.

During "load rejection test at 80% power" core power level was changed from 80% to 30% in a moment by drop
of bank 5 and partial insertion of bank 4. And then the core power level was recovered to 50% power as shown in
Figure 4. Before 6 hours of the transient ASI is rapidly changed due to control rod motions and after ASI varies
slowly due to xenon oscillation as shown in Figure 4.

"Load cycling test at 100% power" performed at 1900 MWD/MTU. During the test core power level was
changed as 100-50-100% and there were control rod motions of banks 5 and P. ASI was fluctuated from -0.06 to
+0.11. Figure 5 shows the control rod motions and ASI variations during the transient.

"Unit load transient test at 95% power" was performed just after "load cycling test at 100% power" and the core
power level was changed as 95-70-95% and ASI was fluctuated from +0.02 to +0.17 with control rod motion of
bank 5 as shown in Figure 6. ONED94 results were very close to the measured values.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Six transient simulations of ONED94 performed for the initial cycle of YGN-3 show excellent agreements with
the measured values of ASI. During the simulations control rod motions and core power levels were supplied as
input. The critical boron concentration was searched, since the real boron concentration of the core can not be
estimated due to the continuous boration/dilution operation. The differences of ASI's between ONED94 calculated
and measured values are not greater than 2% at any time in the simulated transients and it is concluded that the
applicability of ONED94 for the ABB-CE type reactor was verified.
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In a core transient simulation, the initial condition
of the simulation should be consistent with the real core
state. The initial iodine and xenon distributions, which
cannot be measured in the core, have significant effects
on the transient with xenon dynamics of a pressurized
water reactor. In simulating the transient starting from
a nonequilibrium xenon state, accurate initialization
of the nonequilibrium iodine and xenon distribution is
essential to predict the core transient behavior. An ini-
tialization method that uses the iodine and xenon states
to predict a core transient starting from a nonequilib-
rium xenon condition is developed through the analyt-
ical treatment of the relationship between power and
the iodine and xenon distributions. An application of
this method is provided by simulating a transient in the
start-up test of Yonggwang Unit 3.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of simulating pressurized water reac-
tor (PWR) core transients is to predict variations in core
behavior due to changes in operating conditions such
as power, control rod position, and moderator temper-
ature, with a xenon dynamics timescale. Difficulties in
core transient simulation originate from uncertainties
in parameters related to the initial condition of the core
transient. One of the most important and difficult pa-
rameters is the initial xenon distribution.

Several researchers,1"* whose model required the
initial xenon distribution, developed control strategies

for xenon oscillation. Therefore, the simulations must
start from the equilibrium xenon condition, even though
the control of the xenon oscillation may start at a cer-
tain nonequilibrium xenon condition. Park and Cho5

suggested a method for estimating xenon distribution
via observer-based control theory. The control method
by Lin and Lin6 used a stochastic observer via the Kal-
man filter to estimate the xenon and iodine difference
of the top and bottom halves of the core. An equivalent
pre-xenon-oscillation approach7 has been proposed that
can determine the initial xenon distribution from the
measured core axial power shape variation before the
start of the simulation. This axial power shape variation
is represented by a sinusoidal function, and the xenon
oscillation is reproduced by an arbitrary perturbation
that leads to the appropriate pre-xenon-oscillation.

In this study, a simple deterministic method for the
iodine and xenon initialization for the nonequilibrium
state is developed via an analytical treatment of iodine
and xenon axial difference equations. These equations
represent the relationship between axial power shape
and the iodine and xenon distributions. The explicit
iodine and xenon distributions are reproduced from
the equilibrium power and the iodine and xenon dis-
tributions by modifying the pre-xenon-oscillation
model. The method was tested via simulation of a start-
up test of Yonggwang Unit 3 (Korea Electric Power
Corporation).

I I . CONCEPT OF EQUIVALENT PRE XENON-OSCILLATION

The xenon oscillation is characterized by the axial
power shape variation. For a simple representation of
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the axial power shape variation, the axial shape index
(ASI) is defined by

ASI = (1)

where PB and PT are the bottom- and top-half powers
of the core, respectively. During the xenon oscillation,
the ASI variation at time / can be represented by

= CeB'coss(— t\ ESI (2)

where

C = initial amplitude

T = period

B = damping factor of the ASI oscillation

ESI = ASI at the xenon equilibrium state.

The xenon oscillation within any single oscillatory cycle
can be represented by an equivalent oscillation whose
time domain is only one period, as shown in Fig. 1. For
the n'th cycle, the equivalent amplitude Ce can be de-
fined by

Ce = CeBT" , (3)

where Tn is a representative time point of the cycle n.
Because the time span to be considered is only a single
period of the oscillation, the equivalent amplitude is ap-
proximately constant in the period for the relatively
small amplitude. The difference D between ASI and
ESI at the time after an impulse perturbation that leads
to a pre-xenon-oscillation is then

/>(/) = C, y /J . (4)

, assume that the starting time point of the sim-
ulation is time <p after the impulse perturbation. Be-
cause Eq. (4) is in a time domain where the impulse
perturbation occurs at / = 0, the impulse perturbation
is given at t = — <f> by transforming Eq. (4) into a time
domain where the simulation starting point is / = 0, and
thus,

„ I I Damped Oscillation - Equivalent Oscillation I

I ••.
I \

Equivalent Oscillation Cycle

Time (Arbitrary Unit)

Fig. 1. Concept of equivalent pre-xenon-oscillation.

Z>(/) = C,COSJy (5)

This pre-xenon-oscillation before the simulation start-
ing point can be determined by estimating the equiva-
lent amplitude C, and the preoscillation time 4> using
least-squares fitting of the ASI variation in the preoscil-
lation. If//measured data points are given before the
simulation starting point C, and if 4> can be determined
to minimize the sum of the squares of errors e.

e

so that

and

= 2 ( A " C, cos [ y (/, + *)] j 2 ,

Be
= 0

be
— =0 .
d<t>

(6)

(7)

(8)

Using the conditions of Eqs. (J) and (8), elimination of
Ce leads to

S Asinfe (// + «)
/ » • L J

• (9)

Equation (9) can be simplified as

where

a-cos(— ) B-s\n(— )

H N N N

A = 2 (AA-) 2 <fl'2) ~ 2 (A"») 2 (fl<A) .
1 = 1 / = l 1 = 1 1 = 1

N A/ N N

B = 2 (A*,) 2 (*-?) - 2 <AA) 2 («.A) .
» = l J = l 1 = 1 1 = 1

o, = cos ( y /, J and 6, = sin I — tA .

Therefore, the preoscillation time <f> can easily be de-
termined as

(11)

and
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where

a

5
"A

and the equivalent amplitude C, can be obtained from
the condition of Eq. (7) as

\2T£D,cos —

Note, however, that </> solved by Eq. (II) always
has two roots within the range of 0 < 4> < rand that
one leads to positive C, and the other leads to negative
Ce by Eq. (12). It is obvious that only positive C, and
the corresponding <t> should be selected. Thus, obtain-
ing the equivalent amplitude and the preoscillation time
means that we can construct an equivalent pre-xenon-
oscillation that represents the core behavior before the
simulation starting time point.

One of the simple approaches to determine the ini-
tial iodine and xenon distribution may be to search for
an impulse perturbation that leads to the required pre-
xenon-oscillation. However, one drawback is that the
initial perturbation should be determined by trial and
error. In this study, an analytical approach that deter-
mines the relationship between the variation of power
ASI and the iodine and xenon axial differences is pro-
posed for the direct determination of the iodine and xe-
non distributions, as described in Sec. III.

III. DIRECT INITIALIZATION OF IOOINE AND XENON

III.A. Derivation of Iodine and Xenon
Axial Difference Equations

by

and

The iodine and xenon dynamic equations are given

= -\xX(t)-oxX(t)*(t)

dl(t)
dt

dX(t)

~ dt

where

l(t) = l35l isotope number density

X(t) — l35Xe isotope number density

X/ = decay constant of I35I

X* = decay constant of l 33Xe

7/ = fission yields of l35l

(13)

(14)
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yx = fission yield of l33Xe

Z/ = macroscopic fission cross section

ox = microscopic l35Xe absorption cross section

*( / ) = neutron flux.

Let the axial differences be

7-1 = IB- IT

(12) and

where / and X denote the volume average iodine and
xenon number densities and subscripts B and 7"are the
bottom- and top-half core indices, respectively. Because
the neutron flux is approximately proportional to the
power, ASI can be written as

PB+PT
(15)

If the core power has been constant during the pre-
xenon-oscillation, the sum of the bottom and top fluxes
is also constant; i.e..

and

(16)

(17)

From Eqs. (13) and (14), the equations of the iodine
and xenon axial differences can be derived as

= -\iZ,(t)

= -\xZx{t)

dZ,(t)
dt

and

dZx(t)
dt

Because

XB*B - AV*r = i [(XB -

+ (XB + Xr)(*8 -

Eq. (19) can be rewritten as

(18)

(19)

(20)

dt

(21)

where X = XB + XT, and X can be obtained from
Eqs. (13) and (14) and is approximately constant un-
der the assumption of the constant total flux.
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III.B. Expression of Iodine and Xenon ASI

Define ASI differences of power, iodine, and xenon
between an arbitrary state and the equilibrium state as

DP(t) =

D,(t) =
Z,(t)

and

(22a)

(22b)

(22c)

where

/ = equilibrium state core average number den-
sity of iodine

X = equilibrium state core average number den-
sity of xenon

ESI/. = equilibrium state axial shape index of power

ESI/ = equilibrium state axial shape index of iodine

• = equilibrium state axial shape index of xenon.

Figure 2 shows typical ASI difference variations of
the power, iodine, and xenon in the xenon oscillation
of a P WR core. Using the pre-xenon-oscillation model,
the power ASI difference between a transient and the
equilibrium state can be represented by

DP(t) = Cpcos(wt) . (23)

Because the flux distribution is inversely proportional
to the xenon distribution, the xenon ASI difference
between the transient and equilibrium states can be
represented by

Dx(t) = — Cxcos(ojt) . (24)

In the iodine ASI, however, it has some phase shift 6;
i.e.,

D,(t) = C7COS(<J/-0) . (25)

0.10

o.os
o
8

i
0.00

-o.os -

-0 10
20 30
Time (Hours)

Fig. 2. ASI differences from equilibrium slate.

The amplitude of the power CP can be obtained by the
pre-xenon-oscillation model discussed in Sec. II. Now,
if o is given by a reference core calculation or measure-
ment, we can determine Cx,CIt and 6 via analytic so-
lution of Eqs. (18) and (21), as described below.

Inserting Eq. (22b) into Eq. (18) and differentiating
leads to

dDj(t) = I dZ,(l)
Idt dt

+ ^~j- \DP(t) + ESI/.] ,

so that

dD,(t)
dt

= -X,Z)/(O

- X/ESIy +

cos(w/)

(26)

Note that the last two terms in Eq. (26) are canceled out
by the equilibrium condition. The Laplace transform
of Eq. (26) gives

£>,(*)
s+ \, S+\,

(27)

where D(s) means the Laplace transform of D{t). One
can see that Eq. (27) has an oscillation term of

\,CP

and a decay term of

1

1 X/5 + U2

Because we assumed that D/U) has only an oscillation
term and no decay term, as represented in Eq. (25),

(28)

Thus, Df(t), which has only oscillatory characteris-
tics, can be derived as

X C
Dj(t) = --.- Pr (X/cos(<«>r)

X + )X/ + O)

( 2 9 )
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where 6 = tan '(w/X/). Thus, the variation of the
iodine ASI can be estimated from the measured power
ASI variation.

The variation of the xenon ASI can be derived sim-
ilarly. Inserting Eq. (22c) into Eq. (21) and differen-
tiating lead to

dDx(t)
dt

dZx(t)
dt

^ [D,(l) + ESI,]

(30)

where Lx = X* + oxi/2 and Px = yx£/ — axX/2.
Because the terms having ESI of iodine, xenon, and
power are canceled out by the equilibrium condition,
the Laplace transform of Eq. (30) gives

- DX(Q)

= -LxS)x{s)

where

and

and thus

Cps

(3D

where

and

Px*CP

Because /?*•(') has only a cosine term as represented
in Eq. (24), the decay and sine terms of Eq. (31) should
be canceled. Therefore,

Dx{0) = (32)

Song et al.
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= 0 .

From Eq. (33), we get

(33)

(34)

and inserting this relationship into Eq. (31) results in

(36)

which implies that the Cx in Eq. (24) is given by
7 \2

C - -i. ' Cp

III.C. Reconstruction of Iodine and Xenon Distributions

It was discussed that the ASIs of iodine and xenon
can be estimated from the power ASI variation before
the simulation starting time point. In this section, the
method to determine the initial iodine and xenon dis-
tributions is described for the simulation starting from
the nonequilibrium xenon state. We assume that the
power, iodine, and xenon distributions of the equilib-
rium state are known. We also assume that the flux dis-
tribution is proportional to the power distribution.

Let the power distribution at the equilibrium and
nonequilibrium states at time t0 be P^(z) and P(z,t0),
respectively. The relationship between the difference
distribution of power and those of iodine and xenon is
assumed to be linear; i.e..

-NtqJ(z) rc <p(z,t0) -

(37)

where

Nrgj(z) = equilibrium axial distribution of iso-
tope i

W/U.'o) = nonequilibrium axial distribution of
isotope i

Nj = core average isotope number density

feq(z) = equilibrium flux distribution

<p(z,t0) = nonequilibrium flux distribution

$ = core average flux

fj.i = constant that can be determined by the
following ASI condition:

N,(z,(o)dz- N,(z,
Jo J1/2
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where z is the normalized axial position whose value is
0 for the bottom and 1 for the top of the core, respec-
tively.

Thus, it is possible to determine the initial iodine
and xenon distributions to simulate the transient start-
ing from a nonequilibrium state at time /0, if the
power distribution is given at to- However, depending
on the reactor-monitoring system, only ASI or an
equivalent value is available. Therefore, an assumption
is required for the distribution of the power difference
between the non- and the equilibrium states. In this
study, a sine function is used for the assumption as

0.10

sin(2i (39)

to preserve Dp(t0), which is given by measurement
data.

IV. TEST CALCULATION AND APPLICATION

IV.A. Test Calculation for Xenon Oscillation

To test the applicability of the iodine and xenon
initialization method developed in this study, we simu-
lated a reference xenon oscillation, which was initiated
by control rod insertion for 1 h, by a three-dimensional
core calculation using the ROCS code.8 An arbitrary
time point to was selected as the time at which the io-
dine and xenon were to be initialized. Seven ASI data
before t0 were used for the cosine fitting of the pre-
xenon oscillation, and the result of the fitting is shown
in Fig. 3. The iodine and xenon ASI variations are pre-
dicted in Fig. 4, which shows that the predicted varia-
tions agree well with those of the reference calculation.

A restart calculation was performed from time t0
with the iodine and xenon distributions reconstructed
by the^method developed in this study, and the power
ASI variation was compared with that of the reference
calculation, as shown in Fig. 5. As a result, the maxi-
mum difference of the ASI prediction is <0.7%, and
the time points for the peak ASI concur with each other.

o

0 15 ;.

0.10 j

0 05

•O.10 :

• • Reference

< - Cosine Fitting

- Selected Data

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5
Time from Simulation Start (Hours)

10 IS

try

S

-0 05

-20 -IS -10 -5 0 5 10 15
Time from Simulation Start (Hours)

20

Fig. 4. Prediction of iodine and xenon ASI variations.

0.20

015

0 10

0.05 -
L

L

, - Reference

\- Prediction

!• Data Selected

Fig. 3. ASI variation and cosine fitting.

> o s 10 15
Time after Transient (hrs)

Fig. 5. Prediction of power ASI variation.

IV.B. Application to Yonggwang Unit 3 Transient Simulation

A core transient had been tested in the Yonggwang
Unit 3 Cycle 1 start-up phase to verify the core power
change capability to cope with the turbine power change.
The test was performed at a cycle burnup of 1900 MWd/
tonne U and started from all rods out al a 95% power
level with a step power change to 85%. The core power
was decreased — 2\ h later to 70% by a ramp rate of
—5%/min. The core power was increased 3 h later to
85% by a ramp rate of 5% /min. After another 3 h, the
core power was returned to 95% by a step change. The
boron concentration during the test was kept between
745 to 785 parts per million, and the major power con-
trol was achieved by lead control bank motions. Figure 6
shows the core power changes and lead bank position
during the transient. The ASI variation was measured
for the whole transient through the in-core on-line mon-
itoring system and is shown in Fig. 7. To simulate the core
transient, we used the ONED94 one-dimensional simula-
tor. ONED94 is an updated version of ONED90 (Refs. 9
and 10) developed by the Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute. This code solves the two-group one-dimensional
diffusion equations by the analytic nodal method or
nodal expansion method with adapted parameters that
adjust the steady-state model to be consistent with those
of three-dimensional nuclear design codes.
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Fig. 6. Core power and lead bank position of transient.
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Time After Transient (hrs)

Fig. 7. ASI simulation of transient with equilibrium xenon state.

Three kinds of simulations were performed. The
first simulation started with the equilibrium xenon state.
The second simulation adopted a pre-xenon oscillation
that was determined by trial and error to represent the
cosine-fitted oscillation. In the pre-xenon-oscillation
fitting, four ASI measured data were used. The third
simulation used the xenon initialization method de-
scribed in this study.

Figure 7 shows the ASI variation of the first simu-
lation result, which started from the equilibrium xenon
state. As shown in Fig. 7, the simulation with the equi-
librium xenon state neglected the ASI variation before
the transient, and thus, the difference between the mea-
sured and simulated ASIs became larger as the transient
proceeded. One can see that the four ASI measurement

data before the transient, of which the power level was
>95%, were increasing. This implies that the core had
the xenon oscillation before the transient, and the ef-
fect on transient core behavior is revealed by the ASI
difference of the simulation with the equilibrium xenon
state. Figure 8 shows the results of the second and the
third simulations. In the second simulation, the equiv-
alent pre-xenon oscillation was generated by a 1-h im-
pulse control rod movement, of which an appropriate
insertion step led to the cosine-fitted oscillation by the
four measurement data. The insertion step must be de-
termined by a few trial-and-error simulations of the im-
pulse perturbation followed by free xenon oscillation.
One can see that the simulation including the pre-xenon
oscillation reduced the transient ASI difference between
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Fig. 8. ASI simulation of transient with nonequilibrium xenon state.

the measurement and the calculation. In the third sim-
ulation, the iodine and xenon were initialized by the
method discussed in Sec. 111. This simulation gave es-
sentially the same result as that of the second simula-
tion, but without the cumbersome trial and error.

CONCLUSIONS

This study described an analytic iodine and xenon
initialization method that is based on core behavior be-
fore the time point to be simulated. The core behavior
represents the xenon status in the core as the variation
of the axial power shape. The initial iodine and xenon
distributions, which cannot be measured, have a sig-
nificant effect on the transient with xenon dynamics.
If simulation is required for the transient starting from
a nonequilibrium xenon state, accurate initialization of
the iodine and xenon distributions is important. The
equivalent pre-xenon-oscillation model and the analyt-
ical relationship between the axial power shape and the
iodine and xenon distributions can determine explicit
initial iodine and xenon distributions for the core
transient.

The accuracy of the equivalent pre-xenon oscilla-
tion depends on the confidence of the core measure-
ment data before the start of the simulation. Because
the pre-xenon oscillation considers only a single period
of xenon oscillation, the power ASI variation data,
which cover one-quarter of an oscillation period (-8 h
for typical PWRs), are sufficient to characterize the
pre-xenon oscillation. In the application of this study,
only 4 h of data give a good prediction of the core tran-
sient starting from the nonequilibrium xenon state.

In conclusion, iodine and xenon initialization based
on premeasurement power ASI data enables accurate
estimation of the core transient. Because the equivalent

pre-xenon-oscillation model can be generated straight-
forwardly by least-squares fitting and because the io-
dine and xenon distributions can be obtained directly
from the measured power distribution or sinusoidal as-
sumption, this method is easily applicable to any type
of core simulator.
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1.0 Purpose

The purpose of this specification is to document the implementation of the

SNAPGET module.

2.0 Scope

This specification applies to the implementation of the SNAPGET software

module in the PMS Development Facility. The SNAPGET module will be

implemented to the PMS in the site to support the CECOR and

ACE/ONED program.

3.0 REFERENCES

3.1 Software specification for the IOCPCS Module for UCN-3&4,

91791-IC-SX710-13

32 Software specification for the CECOR Snapshot Module for UCN-3&4,
91791-IC-SX710-27

3.3 Software specification for the DSPM Module for UCN-3&4,
91791-IC-SX710-22

3.4 Software Specification for the Utility Routine Module for UCN-3&4,
91791-IC-SX710-47
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4.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

4.1 Function Performed

This program generates input data file required for CECOR and

ACE/ONED program which runs on PC connected to PCS through serial

data link. The input data file is same as CECOR Snapshot file(Ref. 3.2).

This program does not activate the CPC/CEAC data link. It just uses the

CPC/CEAC data link inputs collected by IOCPCS tasks every 10 minutes

periodically.

42 Performance Requirements

42.1 Initialization Actions

Read CECORPID.INI file and Find PIDs for all inputs.

42.2 Restart Actions

None

42.3 Failover Actions

None

4.2.4 Computation Accuracy

Not applicable

42.5 Absolute Execution Times

4.3 Assumptions & Limitations

o
None
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4.4 Execution Information

4.4.1 Security Level for User Access

Not applicable.

This program can be accessed by programmer only through programmer's

console.

4.4.2 Execution Frequency (or Frequencies)

SNAPGET module runs every 10 minutes periodically.

4.4.3 Execution Pnority

Priority = 200

4.4.4 Methods of Activation

SNAPGET is activated by queue call from CPCPROC (subroutine of

IPROC) whenever it finishes processing CPC/CEAC data link inputs.

4.4.5 Methods of De-activation

c •

None

4.4.6 Failure Recovery Methods

None
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4.5 Routine Hierarchy

1) SNAPGET: {main program) one time initializations

2) SNAPGETQ: (queue trap handler) generate ONED Input File in LOG

volume

3) FINDPID1: convert ASCII point ID to internal point #

4) APXMSG: put error/status message on CSL

5) TSATP: compute temperature of a saturated liquid from pressure

- SNAPGET

SNAPGETQ

APXMSG

FINDPID1

TSATP

Figure 1. Routine Hierarchy of the SNAPGET Module
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5.0 INTERFACE DESCRIPTION

5.1 Data Inputs

5.1.1 Process Inputs

Current values and statuses from PIP and PISA segments

5.1.2 Data Link Inputs

Current value and statuses for CPC/CEAC data link inputs from PISA

segments after IPROC processes them (Global variable: CURVALU or

CURMETU, Global common: PISA2)

5.1.3 Operator Inputs

None

5.1.4 Calculated Inputs

Current values and statuses from PIP and PISA segments

5.1.5 Startup Dependant Data

None

5.1.6 Restart Dependent Data

None

5.2 Local Data

See SNAPGET.FTN and SNAPGETQ.FTN

5.3 Data Outputs

5.3.1 Calculated Outputs

None
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5.3.2 Alarm Outputs

None

5.3.3 Log Outputs

None

5.3.4 Disk File Outputs

Disk File ONEDIN.DAT/0, on LOG volume.

5.4 Data Flow

I Current Values/statuses

(Processed by IPROC)

data base

information

CONCURRENT

COMPILER

Figure 2. Data Flow Diagram for SNAPGET Module
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5.5 Control Flow

The IOCPCS task is queued by the FAI LOVER task periodically and then

read CPC/CEAC data link inputs. After IOCPCS finishes scanning the

inputs and writing them into the RDL, it sets global flag CPC_PROC true.

(See Reference 3.1)

CPCPROC, subroutine of IPROC, checks the flag CPC_PROC every

second and processes the input whenever the flag is set true and then

queues SNAPGET to generate CECOR and ACE/ONED data file.

queue
APEX

queue

CPC/CEAC

Data Links
read

IPROC

(CPCPROC)

CPC PROC

SNAPGET

Figure 3. Control Flow Diagram for SNAPGET Module
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6.0 ROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS

6.1 SNAPGET

6.1.1 Purpose

This routine is the main routine of SNAPGET task. It reads CECOR point

ID files, finds internal PIDs, and enables queue traps to the SNAPGET

task to be processed by the queue trap handler SNAPGETQ.

6.1.2 Description

Read CECOR point ID file (CECORPID.INI) and obtain CECOR PID's

Find internarpoint numbers

Initialize for queue call handling

Enable queue call and then enter trap wait state

6.1.3 Algorithm

o
Read CECOR point ID file (CECORPID.INI) and obtain CECOR PID's

Find internal point numbers

Initialize for queue call handling

Enable Queue Call {Handler: SNAPGETQ)

c . Enter trap wait state

End
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6.2 SNAPGETQ

6.2.1 Purpose

This is the queue trap handler of the CECOR task.

6.2.2 Description

This routine is activated by queue call from CPCPROC task periodically.

This routine does not need to activate the CPCS data link to get

CPC/CEAC data because it is queued after periodical data collection(every

10 minutes) from CPC/CEAC by IOCPCS. This routines just collects the

required data from PISA/PISA2 segments and generates the data file

(ONEDIN.DAT/S). Disk volume that the data file is stored will be

determined according to which CPU the SNAPGET task is running on.

Finally, complete file name will be 'LOG7/CPUJD//':ONEDIN.DAT' in system

volume.

62.3 Algorithm

Check CPCPROC queued this routine
Snapshot the CECOR data with some data conversion
Make input data file name according to the CPU No.

_ Write the snapshot data into the file
Return

o
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6.3 FINDPID1

This utility routine finds the internal point number (or a specified ASCII

point ID. See Reference 3.4 for details.

6.4 APXMSG

This utility routine puts text messages on the Computer Status List display

page. See Reference 3.4 for details.

6.5 TSATP

This utility routine computes temperature of a saturated liquid from a given

pressure. See Reference 3.4 for details.

o
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7.0 OUTPUT DEFINITIONS

7.1 Displays

None

7.2 Reports

The CECOR snapshot will be kept in ONEDIN.DAT/0 on the LOG volume.

8.0 SPECIAL MAINTENANCE

None
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1. Requirement

The PMS of YGN-3/4 power plant can generate the Snapshot file[l] with manual

interruption from the operators console. The Snapshot data is mainly used by CECOR code.

The CECOR can generates 3 dimensional reactor core neutronics parameters such as power

distribution based on the measurement "Snapshot".

For predictive option of reactor core, it is neccessary to monitor reactor core

continuosly. For this purpose, we have developed a computer software system. The system

ssay consists of several nodules for "automatic" Snapshot acquisistion. We have attached an

IBM-clone PC with Linux 0S[2,3] for smart multi-processing. The data is basically gathered

from the plant PMS and moved to the PC linked by RS-232C serial cable.

2. Design description

PMS/Concurrent

SNAPGET

f ONEDIN.DAT J
Rs-232c P

M
o

S
H

Pentium

kermit

RCECORE

ADDER

PC/Lir

^

tux

/bank

-|yymmdd|

1—|hhmm|

L|yymmdd.summai

V J

Figure.1 Overall Diagram of PMS ACE

2.1. SNAPGET

SNAPGET resides on the PMS and generate an assumed file ONEDIN.DAT every 10 minutes.

The generated file shall be identical to one generated at operator console. The execution

interval shorter than 10 minutes has no sense because PMS/CPC updates the core parameters

every 10 minutes. The source listing of SNAPGET is shown at Appendix A.

2.2. pms.sh

pms.sh resides on the PC and runs every 3 minutes, pms.sh is actually an "expect"

script[4.5] to handle "kermit" data transfer[6] and further data storage using RCECORE and

ADDER. Since PMS computer at plant is dual facility, pms.sh is programmed to handle two
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RS-232C serial lines for fail-switch.

The execution scenario is as follows.

0) It start up by "cron" of PC-Linux.

1) It sign-on to PMS as a remote user of PMS.

2) Checks whether the file on the PMS is fresh one.

3) If the file is old one then terminates.

4) Start kermit "Send/Recv" sequence to for file named ONEDIN.DAT.

5) when the file transfer is finished, sign-off from PMS.

When the first PMS is unavailable at step 1), repeat steps 1) - 5) for the second

PMS. When the second PMS is not available , terminates.

6) On PC-Linux, run module RCECORE and ADDER for database building.

The source listing of pms.sh is shown at Appendix B and the expect script is shown at

Appendix C.

2.3. RCECORE

RCECORE is a Fortran program running on the PC-Linux. The program checks the acquired

Snapshot file and store on a path generated by convention:

/bank/yymmdd/hhnmss

The full Snapshot file is stored whether it is valid or not. One line summary of

Snapshot file is generated when the file is valid.

The source listing of rcecore. f is shown at Appendix D.

2.4. ADDER

ADDER is a simple C program running on the PC-Linux. It collects data from input and

appends at the end of naaed summary file. The name is:

/bank/yymmdd.summary

The source listing of adder.c is shown at Appendix E.

S.^Test Plan

The purpose of the software is to acquire Snapshot data from PMS to PC.

The YGN-3 is online now and it is needed to test the software on the KAERI-PMS system

to prevent possible impact on running system. The timing is an important factor to lesson

burden on PMS and PC.

3.1. SNAPGET - Dryrun

We will install SNAPGET on KAERI-PMS computer and check whether format of the Snapshot

file is correct. The periodic update of Snapshot file will be also checked.

3.2. pms.sh - Single run

After test 3.1 is passed, we will execute pms.sh manually and check whether the file is

transferred correctly to destination path on Linux-PC.

3.3. pms.sh - Dryrun

After test 3.2 is passed, we will run pms.sh continuously using Linux "cron" utility.
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After several days of dryrun. we will check whether Snapshot file is accumulated on the PC

directory properly.

To simulate dual PMS situation, the RS-232C cable will be switched between OOM-1 and

COM-2 manually.

3.4. Onsite test

After completion of dryruns on KAERI-PMS. We will installed the PC and SNAPGET on the

YGN3 PMS. The onsite test will be focused primarily on the verification whether the

console generated Snapshot is sane to that acquired by full system.

4. Test Results

4.1. SNAPGET - Dryrun

SNAPGET on PMS runs with very short execution tine. The program also generates the

Snapshot file every 10 minutes. The snapshot file is carefully checked with eye to conform

the CECORE Snapshot format.

The listing is given at Appendix F. The result is exactly same to one obtained from

console.

4.2. pms.sh - Single run

The pms.sh is executed manually several times to see:

1) Snapshot is transferred correctly.

2) When there is no new file on PMS, it terminates without kermit session.

3) Check whether database is correctly built.

The total elaseped time is as follows:

Date/Time Elapsed CPU

case 1: Nov 5 10:03 1:16.37 sec 0.20 sec

case 2: Nov 6 10:35 1:17.06 sec 0.19 sec

case 3: Nov 7 10-40 i: 13. 22 sec 0.22 sec

The check out tine when there is nothing to get the execution time is:

case

case

case

1:

2:

3:

Date/Time
Nov

Nov

Nov

5

6

7

10:05

10:37

10:42

Elapsed
0.14.

0.14.

0:12.

43

85

78

sec

sec

sec

CPU
0.11

0.13

0.12

sec

sec

sec

4.3. pms.sh - Dryrun

The cron table for execution is:

*/3 * * *'* /home/pmsadm/pms.sh

The execution is performed continuously. A part is log file generated by the script is

shown at Appendix G.
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ABSTRACT

This report explains installation of ACE/ONED code, structure of input

and output, how to prepare input and introduces some sample inputs.

ACE/ONED developed by KAERI is a two-group one-dimensional diffusion

theory code for nuclear design and reactor simulations. The usage of

ACE/ONED encompasses core follow calculation, load-following

calculation, plant power control simulation, xenon oscillation

simulation, control rod maneuvering, and so on.

ACE/ONED programmed of FORTRAN 77 in most part can be run on almost all

kinds of computer including personal computer.
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SECTION 1 OVERVIEW

GENERAL _lThis report explains installation of ACE/ONED code,

structure of input and output, how to prepare input and

introduces some sample inputs.

USAGE s^ACE/ONED developed by KAERI(Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute) is a two-group one-dimensional diffusion

theory code for nuclear design and reactor simulations.

The usage of ACE/ONED encompasses core follow

calculation, load-following calculation, plant power

control simulation, xenon oscillation simulation, control

rod maneuvering, etc.

MODEL iThe neutronics models employed in ACE/ONED are Equivalent

Analytic Nodal Method(EANM) and Nodal Expansion

Method(NEM) with non-linear iteration scheme based

onequivalent discontinuity factor. Simple thermal

hydraulic feedback model for kinetics problem and xenon

transient model are also incorporated into the code. For

temporal solution, ACE/ONED utilizes the theta difference

method. And also simplified depletion model is programmed

to make simulation for several days of reactor operation.

The detailed methodology is described in References [1]

and [2] because ACE/ONED is modified and upgraded from

ONED90 code.

VALIDITY _The validity of ACE/ONED for nuclear design and plant

reactor simulation has been confirmed through solving

benchmark problems[3] and comparisons of calculational

results from ACE/ONED with current design values and

measured data[4].

ADVANTAGES Some advantageous characteristics of ACE/ONED are listed

below:

- cross section (XS) data and core data can be easily

prepared through the procedure of MEDIUM and DIEB

calculation (SIEMENS/KWU procedure)[1] and the

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute - 1 -
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interconnection of ROCS and CEKLAPS (ABB-CE

procedure)[5].

- ACE/ONED can accurately predict the core transient

including xenon transient because it has capability of

power, xenon and control rod worth adaptations using

reference values from output of three-dimensional

design code and/or plant measurement data.

- ACE/ONED has a simple user oriented input scheme.

Both batch and interactive mode calculations are

possible.

- Especially in interactive mode, graphic displays for

several items such as trends of power, axial shape

index, xenon index, critical boron concentration,

control rod motion including axial power distribution

are provided.

- Restart calculation is possible.

Several operational strategy can be supported by

triggering input.

- ACE/ONED programmed of Lahey FORTRAN 77 in most part

can be run on almost all kinds of computer including

personal computer.

FLOW DIAGRAM A simplified flow diagram is shown in Figure 1.1.

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute - 2 -
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FIGURE 1.1 FLOW DIAGRAM OF ACE/ONED
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SECTION 2 TURN ON

2 . 1 INSTALLATION OF ACE/ONED

GEKERAL ACE/ONED is written in Lahey FORTRAN77, so it can be run in

most of computers, mainly personal computer and work

station recommended.

REQUIREMENT <For using ACE/ONED in personal computer, operating system

above DOS 3.0 is required. Also minimum 510K Bytes disk

space is required to install ACE/ONED code in personal

computer.

run ACE/ONED, execution file 'ACE1D.EXE1 and screen

format designation file 'ACE1D.IFD' should be installed

and path should be connected. Following commands are

recommended for user's accommodation.

Example) path C:\ACE1D

append C:\ACE1D

In here, ACE1D is the name of directory where ACE1D.EXE

and ACE1D.IFD files are installed. But if you run ACE/ONED

in working directory in which ACE1D.EXE and ACE1D.IFD file

already exist, you don't need to perform above commands.
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2 .2 INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES

JlTable 2.1 shows the list of input and output (10) files.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship of ACE/ONED and 10

files. ACE/ONED has three input files and five output

files.

. The main input file and cross section data file ('TAPE12'

or 'DATA' file) are always used and other input files are

optionally required when input values are selected.

FIXES* The main output 'LIST' and 'SUMMARY' files are always

printed. Also 'RESTART.OUT', 'DBFQ.DAT' and 'PUMA.DAT1

files are automatically generated by code.

'SUMMARY' file shows the important parameter values such

as power, axial shape index(ASI), boron concentration,

control rod position, moderator temperature, xenon worth,

Fq, Fz value etc.

'The main input 'CNTL' can be assigned with different name

that user want to use. In this case user have to insert

the input file name as a argument of ACE/ONED as follows.

Example) C:\ACE1D> ACE1D input_filename

If there is no input file name argument, 'CNTL' is

assigned as a default input file name.

1TAPE12' _'TAPE12' provided by core designer is a cross section data

file with several burnup points. The cross section data at

certain burnup point 'DATA' can be interpolated from

•TAPE121.

•DATA1 _In normal run 'DATA' file is not necessary, but it is used

for time saving. At the beginning of run, ACE/ONED always

checks whether 'DATA' file exists or not. If there is no

'DATA' file, user have to prepare the cross section data

file 'TAPE12'. And then ACE/ONED automatically generate

'DATA' file for next time at the burnup point where
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calculation is performed. Appendix shows the structure of

cross section database(TAPE12).

. 'RESTART.OUT' is automatically generated after running

but 'RESTART.INP' is generated if user writes yes(Y) at

the end of execution.

'DBFQ'. DAT' ^:''' DBFQ • DAT ' file contains relative power fraction, axial

offset and Fq value versus time.

' PUMA. DAT' • •• -For succeeding DNB calculation, 'PUMA. DAT' file contains

40 nodes relative power fraction and Fq values including a

comment line corresponding to the '9 IGROUP' data in PUMA

code input section. PUMA is a DNB analysis code in KWU

design code system. So this file is not required for

ABB-CE type plant analysis.

'DBXE' •: 'DBXE' file has the information of xenon number density

for axial node. The format of 'DBXE1 is as follows.

Card 1. (15,A)

nz : total number of axial layers

title : descriptive title

Card 2 - last Card (1P6E12.5)

(xl35(n),n=l, nz) : xenon number density
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Table 2 . 1 INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES OF ACE/ONED

Input Files

CNTL

TAPE12

DATA

RESTART.INP

DBXE

Output Files

LIST

SUMMARY

DATA

DBXE

DBFQ.DAT

PUMA.DAT

RESTART.OUT

RESTART.INP

Brief Description

main input

cross section database

interpolated cross section data base

only need in restart calculation

xenon database

main output

output summary

interpolated cross section database

xenon database

Fq data

PUMA code input for DNB calculation

restart file

restart file (the same as restart.out)

Requirement

option

option

option

option

Note : The 'option' means that file is needed (input case)

or generated (output case) when input key for that file is

assigned.
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Figure 2.1 RELATIONSHIP OF ACE/ONED AND FILES
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SECTION 3 INPUT PREPARATION AND DESCRIPTION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

INPOTi<FORMAT :: "Input variable names are pre-defined as a namelist and

given in a way similar to standard format free FORTRAN.

The first column should be empty and every input is

started at second column. One namelist record begins with

'icntl' and ends with '/', so one record corresponds to

one calculation case. The main input of ACE/ONED 'CNTL'

has a namelist format as follows:

Example) Scntl varl=valuel, var2=value2,

varN=valueN

• Parameters are separated by blank ( ), a comma (,) or the

end of a line.

Example) steps=381 381 381 381 381 381 381

Example) burnup=0.0, burate=36.90

Example) adrf=0.57993 0.46148 0.60101 0.77610

0.69516 1.83806 1.38547

INPDT ASSIGN Input values are assigned by an equal sign(=). If variable

requires a characteristic value, then a quotation mark (')

have to be used. The logical variable must be contained

within two separated dot sign(.).

Example) ppm=802.0

Example) dbname='tape12 '

Example) thfeed=.true.

REPETITION A repetition mark (*) can be used to specify the same
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values in case of array variable.

Example) adrf(5)=5*1.000

DEFAULT \7vSjDefault value is provided whenever it is possible.

INPUT REPLACE- The same input is defined repeatedly in a record , then the

last input is valid. Also previously defined input is

still effective in following records. So user does not

need to define the same input value in following records.

INTERACTIVE Interactive mode is triggered by input(inter=.true.). In

interactive mode, only first record is used and other

following records are ignored.

VARIABLE ̂ TYPiÊ The variable types are divided by the following

abbreviation:

R : Real variable

I : Integer variable

C : Character variable

L : Logical variable.
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TABLE 3.1 LIST OF INPUT NAME

Division

Common

Boric Acid Control

Control Rod

Power Shape
Adaptation

Axial Shape Index
Control

Xenon & Power
Shape

Operation
Strateqy

Accident Analysis

adxe

burnup

dcayx

epsflx

inter

iterim

ppm

slope

time

tsub

gpm

wbor

adrf

bandw

nbanks

stpsiz

adplev

adptv

ndet

aotarg

dbxe

pumaii

wayon

illness

Name of

adyi

dbfq

delt

epski

inrest

ixeopt

propt

tfuel

tinhfp

until

ppmmax

wdil

allstp

habs

over

stpstp

adpf

iadp

rdet

fdiband

dbxenew

ways

tripow

Input Variable

adyx

dbname

efffk

epsks

iorest

method

psys

theta

tinhzp

wieoff

ppmmin

bandp

ibank

rodbot

stplim

adppow

adpr

fdipoly

f xy

cutpow

burate

dcayi

endpow

epspow

isurch

powden

relpow

thfeed

trise

waterv

bands

movrod

steps

adpval

hdet

puma

dtact
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3 . 2 COMMON INPUT

GENERAL" _*Following input variables are commonly used in all cases

regardless of calculation case.

adxe xenon adaptation factor multiplied to xenon cross

sections (default=l.0)

adyi R adjustment factor multiplied to 1-135 yield

(default=1.0)

adyx

burate

R adjustment factor multiplied to Xe-135 yield

(default=1.0)

R burnup rate per effective full power day in

(MWD/MTU)/EFPD

burnup cycle burnup(MWD/MTU) at which calculation is

performed, used only at first record

dbfq filename for Fz data

(default : dbfq.dat)

e.g. dbfq='dbfqboc'

dbname cross section data base file name as TAPE12

used only at first record

e.g. dbname='tl2y3cl'

dcayi 1-135 decay constant

unit : (per second)

(default=2.885E-05)

dcayx R Xe-135 decay constant

unit : (per second)

(default=2.115E-05)
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delt time interval for xenon transient calculation

unit : (minute)

(default = 20.0 min) default value is recommended,

e.g. delt=30.0

effk effective multiplication factor

(default - 1.000)

endpow R relative power at the end of transient calculation

commonly used with variable 'until'

(default •- relpow)

e.g. endpow=0.5, until=120.0

epsflx R convergence tolerance for flux iteration

(default=1.0E-05)

epski convergence tolerance for eigenvalue iteration

(default-l.OE-05)

epsks convergence tolerance for search option

(default=1.0E-04)

epspow convergence tolerance for power distribution

(default=2.0E-05)

inter flag for interactive mode

interactive screen mode is started if true.

(default=.false.)

inrest restart point in 'RESTART.INP1 file

(default=-l : no restart)

iorest time interval for restart file saving

(default=10)
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isurch search option

= 1

= 2

keff search

critical boron concentration search

control rod position search

= 4 : relative power search

= 5 : coolant subcooling search

= 6 : ASI or Axial Offset(AO) band search with rod

= 7 : ASI or AO search with rod (ASI=-AO)

= 9 : control rod adaptation factor search

(default=l)

e.g. isurch=2

iterim number of iteration limit in thermal hydraulic

feedback

(default = 40)

ixeopt xenon option

= 0 : fixed xenon (previous xenon distribution will

be used.)

= 1 : transient xenon

= 2 : equilibrium xenon

= 3 : no xenon

(default = 0)

method option of numerical calculation scheme

= 0 : EANM (Equivalent Analytic Nodal Method)

= 1 : NEM (Nodal Expansion Method)

if there are some problem of convergence, user can

try either of the above two methods.

(default=l : NEM)

powden thermal power density for full power condition

unit : (W/cc)

(default=100.0)
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Dei:cij.ut mil

ppm boron concentration

unit : (ppm)

propt print option

psys R primary system coolant pressure

unit : (bar)

relpow core relative power fraction

e.g. relpow=1.0 for 100% power

slope slope index for each search option

(default=0.0)

tfuel R average fuel rod temperature at hot full power

unit : (1C)

(default=600.0)

theta theta value for transient/equilibrium xenon

calculation

(default=0.45)

thfeed flag for thermal feedback

(default = .true.)

time time point transient calculation started

unit : (minute)

(default=0.0)

tinhfp inlet coolant temperature at hot full power

unit : (TQ)

tinhzp R inlet coolant temperature at hot zero power

unit : (1C)
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«hOllB«*t JG j C l IJJl ±u(

trise coolant temperature rise at hot full power

unit : CC)

tsub inlet subcooling temperature

unit : (£)

* Moderator inlet temperature is programmed to change

by it's corresponding relative core power. So this

option is used when inlet temperature is below

normal inlet temperature

until end time of automatic sequential calculation

from 'time' value to 'until' value, calculation is

performed with the linear power change between

'relpow' and 'endpow'.

unit : (minute)

(defaulted.0)

wieoff eigenvalue offset of Wielandt acceleration method

user can modify this value when the convergence speed

of iteration is slow,

(default = 0.001)
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3 . 3 BORIC ACID CONTROL INPUT

GEWERAI, JTo evaluate the quantity and concentration of boric acid,

user can build the CVCS modelling based on simple CVCS

model with several data related to boric acid.

gpm capability of letdown pump

unit : gpm (gallons per minute)

(default : 120 gpm)

ppmmax R boron concentration of boron tank

unit : (ppm)

(default : 10000 ppm)

ppmmin boron concentration of charging water

unit : (ppm)

(default : 10 ppm)

waterv coolant volume of primary loop

unit : (gallons)

(default : 1, 000,000 gallons)

wbor accumulated boric acid volume at initial time

unit : (gallons)

(default : 0 gallons)

wdil accumulated unborated water at initial time

unit : (gallons)

(default : 0 gallons)
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3 . 4 CONTROL ROD INPUT

GENERAL _The motion of control rod bank can be selected with two

mode ; independent moving mode and superposed mode.

ACE/ONED provides these two modes of bank motion. If user

want to insert or withdraw a bank separately, then user

can directly input the step of bank. Bank 0 means a

virtual bank which is overlapped with bank 5, 4, 3 and so

on by user defined input.

adrf(mb) adaptation factor for control rod bank

(mb : total number of banks)

allstp R total number of steps corresponding to rod out

position

bandp(i) R power level points of maneuvering rod band

i=l,2

* 'bandp1 variables define rod insertion limit(RIL)

together with 'bands' variables

bands(i) R lowest bank positions of maneuvering rod band

corresponding to 'bandp' power levels

unit : (steps)

e.g. bandp=1.0, 0.0, bands=160.0, 0.0

for 160.0 steps RIL for 100% power and

no RIL for 0% power

bandw width of control band

unit :(%)

habs absorber length of control rod

unit :(cm)
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ibank(20) R bank assigning for each control rod

maximum : 20

movrod I Index of control rod bank for axial offset search and

control rod adaptation

0 = overlapped bank

1 = 5 , 2 = 4 , 3 = 3 , 4 = 2 , 5 = 1 , etc.

or 1 = D, 2 = C, 3 = B, 4 = A, 5 = S, etc.

(default=0)

nbanks I total number of control rod banks

over(i) R overlapping steps

if this value is negative, then no overlapping

i = l, . . ., nbanks : number of bank

rodbot R bottom position of control rod motion from zero

position of active core

unit : (cm)

(default=25.0)

steps(i) R bank position

i = l, . . . , nbanks : number of bank

stpsiz R step size of control rod motion

unit : (cm)

(default=1.6)

stpstp R step size of rod motion for ASI or AO search

(default = 0.05*allstp)

stplim(i) R insertion limit of control rod bank

* used only when movrod > 0

* if stplim < 0, then control rod bank is limited to

move between 0 and abs(stplim) steps.
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3 . 5 POWER ADAPTATION

GENERAL - ACE/ONED has a capability of power adaptation with two

different methods to reproduce the reference power

distribution. Reference power distribution from three

dimensional calculation or plant measurement data is

inputted as 'adppow', and if 'iadp'>0, then power

adaptation is triggered. Note that 'adppow' value starts

from second node value because the first node is a bottom

reflector node. The calculated 'adpf values are printed

at the last line of case output, so user can use these

values for final result.

BUCKLING METHOD r - " , .One method is a modification of axial buckling.

If 'iadp'>0 and 'ndet'=O, then buckling values are

modified to reproduce the reference power distribution.

DETECTOR RESPONSE METHODThe other is a reproduction of detector signal

to convert reference power distribution. If 'iadp'>0 and

'ndet'>0, then detector response is adapted. This method

is used specially when the buckling power adaptation has a

convergence problem or the power distribution in the

vicinity of reflector node is very different from

reference value.

Variables Format: ' Description

adplev(3) R power levels for power adaptation

note : user should input three 'adplev' values as

descending order.

e.g. adplev=1.0, 0.5, 0.0
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adpf(i,3) R

adppow(i} R

power adaptation factors for each power level

and each node

i=2,...,nz-l : nz=number of nodes

note : nodes 1 and nz are bottom and top

reflector nodes, respectively.

reference power distribution for power adaptation

i=2,...,nz-l : nz=number of nodes

adpval R reference value for power adaptation, it can be boron

concentration or keff (ppm, or keff : isurch option) .

e.g. adpval=1000.0 (ppm)

adpval-1.0000 (keff)

adptv limit value of vector size for power adaptation

factors search

(default =0.1)

iadp index of power level for adaptation

(1,2,3) corresponds to adplev

e.g. iadp=l to adplev(1)

iadp=2 to adplev(2)

iadp=3 to adplev(3)

adpr(i) R reference signal(optional, if not supplied then

values are derived from 'adppow')

i=l,...,nd : nd=number of detectors

hdet(i) R detector position from bottom of active core

i=l,...,nd : nd=number of detectors

ndet number of detector

when iadp>0, and

ndet>0 then detector adaptation is performed

ndet=0 then buckling power adaptation is performed
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rdet(i, jth detector response matrix by ith node

i=l,...,nz : nz=number of nodes

j=l,...,nd : nd=number of detectors

e.g. nz=24, ndet=2, hdet=120.0, 300.0

rdet(l,l)=12*1.0,12*0.0

rdet(l,2)=12*0.0,12*0.5

rdet(2,1)=12*1.0,12*0.0

rdet(2,2)=12*0.0,12*0.5
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3 . 6 AXIAL SHAPE INDEX CONTROL

(Note)

(Note)

ACE/ONED can determines whether the axial flux difference

index(AFDI) exists within a parallelogram band defined by

target ASI(or AO) 'aotarg' and 'fdiband' or a polygon

specified by lines 'fdipoly'. This AFDI uses for ASI or AO

control and axial power determination to evaluate DNB.

Axial Shape Index (ASI) : [PB-PT] / [PB+PT]

Axial Of fset (AO) : [PT-PB] / [PB+PT] = -ASI

where PT is the integrated power in the top half of core

and PB is the integrated power in the bottom half of core

ASI w'ill be used together with AO in this manual.

aotarg target ASI(or AO) for ASI(or AO) search

fdiband degree of AO control in positive and negative value

e.g. fdiband=0.03, -0.12 for KORI-3 plant

fdiband=0.05, -0.05 for ULCHIN-1 plant

fdipoly(i,m) R polygon descriptor for AFDI

i=l,2,3 : index to describe a element of line

m=l,...,5 : index of line

line is composed in form of linear equation;

P = a + b *AFDI with option c

where, P=power(%)

a=fdipoly(2,m) : cutting point of power axis

b=fdipoly(3,m) : slope of line

c=fdipoly(l,m) : option to mark the allowance

of AO within band

c= 1 : upside

=-1 : downside

= 0 : no action

i.e. if c=-l, then AO is allowed in the

downside of polygon band.

* refer to next figure and input values.
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e . g . KORI-1 p l a n t

Power

-5 5

A x i a l O f f s e t {%)

fdiband=0.05,-0.05

fdipolyd, 1)=-1, fdipoly (2, 1)=1.1, fdipoly (3, 1) =2, ; m=l

fdipoly(l,2)=-l, fdipoly(2,2)=0.9, fdipoly(3,2) =0, ; m=2

fdipolyd, 3) =-1, fdipoly(2,3)=l. 1, fdipoly (3, 3) =-2, ; m=3

i.e.

above fdipoly values indicate the line equations as follows

line equation for m=l : P = 2*AFDI +1.1

line equation for m=2 : P = 0*AFDI +0.9

line equation for m=3 : P =-2*AFDI +1.1
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3 . 7 XENON AND POWER SHAPE

GENERAL _When xenon database is defined, ACE/ONED creates and reads

the named file. Power distribution represented as Fz

values of 40 equal sized nodes is printed into 'PUMA.DAT1

file as a form of PUMA code input to evaluate DNB. Here

the result of the allowed AO within band is printed after

searching AO. PUMA is a DNB analysis code in KWU design

code system. So these inputs are normally not required for

ABB-CE type plant simulation or analysis.

• VariabJe Vor-nar. Oesonptiou,

dbxe name of xenon data bank to be used

e.g. dbxe='dbxe.dat'

dbxenew name of xenon data bank to be generated

fxy(i) Fxy values for unrodded and rodded planes

i=l ; unrodded case

i=2 ; 1st regulating bank only inserted plane

i=3 ; 1st and 2nd regulating bank inserted plane

* above three cases only supported

(default = 1.435, 2*1.58)

puma file name for PUMA code input data

(default : PUMA.DAT)

pumali file name of PUMA code input data for Condition II

accident analysis

(default : pumaii.dat)
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3 . 8 OPERATION STRATEGY INPUT

GESERAI. Jtlser can use a strategy operation predefined in ACE/ONED,

such as MINB, CNTR, SPINR or user defined strategy. To use

this, user must set 'wayon' as true (e.g. wayon=.true.).

<_ fOLV

wayon flag for strategy operation

(default = .false.)

ways(i,n) array variables to specify strategy operation

(i=l,...,4), (n=l, ...,maximum 20)

i=l : search option

n=l - 10 : one of 'isurch' option

11 : move RCCA to top of maneuvering band

12 : move RCCA to RIL

14 : set 'tsub' to the limit

rOx : if r>0 then 'movrod'=r

and search option 'x'

i=2 : criteria to judge

n=l : Whether RCCA is below the top of

maneuvering band

n=2 : Whether AO is inside of band

n=3 : Whether RCCA is above RIL

n=4 : Whether AT (TaVq-Tref) is within deadband

i=3 : next sequence for success of above

condition(i=2)

if not satisfied, then go to next way.

if this value is zero,then go to next time step.

i=4 : next sequence when search is failed.

if this value is zero,then go to next time step.

e.g. ways=3,2,0,2,

6,3,3,0,

2,0,0,0
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3 . 9 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS INPUT

JACE/ONED has a capability to simulate a boron system

failure and control rod failure accident. Inadvertant

boron dilution or boration accident are analysed only when

core power is greater than 'cutpow' times of full power.

ACE/ONED does not compute the case when CVCS capability is

limited in respect of CVCS malfunction. Also rod insertion

accident is not treated to save storage and computing time

in RCCA malfunction.

illness I type of reactor accident : bit pattern

=0 : no accident

=1 : RCCA malfunction

=2 : Boration/Dilution

=3 : RCCA + Boration/Dilution

(default=0)

tripow R power limit of reactor trip

(default = 1.18)

cutpow R minimum relative core power for CVCS accident

analysis

(default = 0.99)

dtact time to recognize inadvertant boron dilution

accident by the operator

unit : (minute)

(default =15.0 min)
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3.10 INTERACTIVE MODE

GENERAL - T h e interactive mode is activated when user inputs

'inter=.true.' on the CNTL input file. Then ACE/ONED is

converted to interactive mode and screen form is displayed

on the monitor. After interactive mode is activated, later

input records are ignored.

SCREEN FORM H ̂ Figure 3.1 displays the screen form of interactive mode

when test input is executed. The current position of

cursor is shown in the reverse color (HHlPli) .

CHANGING IKPEJTlUser can change input by filling up each field. ACE/ONED

provides several function keys on the screen.

FUNCTION KEYS^-Table 3.2 shows the setting of function keys. User can

easily find a input parameter by pressing ' F2' key and

user can move cursor by pressing 'Tab' key or handling a

mouse.

POPUP MENU^ 'When the cursor is positioned on the specified

field)'SEARCH1, 'TH FEEDBACK', 'XENON' and 'CORE HISTORY

OF TABLE1), if user presses 'F2' key, then popup menu user

can select is displayed. Table 3.3 shows the content of

popup menu for each field.

INPUT CHECKING After input values are changed, if user presses the

'Enter' key, ACE/ONED checks the input. And if there is no

problem in input values, then string in red 'Data good!'

is displayed on the left bottom of screen.

EXECUTION To execute ACE/ONED for one case user have to press ' F5'

key. The result will be displayed on the screen as the

computation is finished.

BURNUP FIELD The Burnup field is output only in current version and

displays current core burnup. When the case is started,

the burnup value is obtained from the input 'burnup'.
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Thereafter when the time goes with transient xenon option,

the value is increased.

history field is output only and displays the previous

core states or a plot for one of relative power, axial

shape index(ASI), boron concentration, axial peaking

factor(Fz), P-, 5-, 4-, 3-bank position versus time. When

the cursor is positioned on 'CORE HISTORY OF r ' ' field,

press 'F2' key, then the item will be displayed. 'Table'

shows the core state and other items show a plot. 'Table'

has a size of 99. So user can use 'PgUp' or 'PgDn' keyes

to browse.

'-BEST' KEY - The 'REST' key has two fold purposes, before doing any

actual calculation user may select the initial restart

point. When user press the 'REST' key, ACE/ONED displays a

form with list of restart point and corresponding time.

After giving the step and pressing 'Esc' key, the restart

point will be setup. After actual calculation is done, the

'REST' may be used to change restart save interval.
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Table 3.2 FUNCTION KEY ON THE SCREEN OF INTERACTIVE MODE

KEY

'Enter1

•Tab1

•Esc1

•F21

•F51

•F61

•F7'

'F10'

arrow

•PgUp1 & 'PgDn1

FUNCTION

check input data

move cursor to next field

quit

display popup menu bar

execute

retrace back, go to previous case

make a restart point

print graph
4 display graph on full screen

move cursor to arrow direction

page up & page down
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Table 3.3 POPUP MENU FOR EACH FIELD

FIELD

MENU

K-eff

BORON

RCCA POS

SOBCOOL

AO

AO BAND

RCCA ADJ

_

OFF

ON

-

FREEZ

TRANS

EQUIL

NO

CORE HISTORY

TABLE

POWER

ASI

PPM

Fz

BANKP

BANKS

BANK4

BANK3
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FIGURE 3.1 SCREEN FORM OF INTERACTIVE MODE
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SECTION 4 PROCEDURE OF INPUT PREPARATION

CROSS vSECTIONSCross section data file for each cycle is provided by core

designer. To generate cross section database for

ACE/ONED, designer should run 3-dimensional code.

According to code system and design methodology, the

procedure of cross section database is different from each

other. For example, MEDIUM/DIEB codes are used in SAV code

system and ROCS/CEKLAPS codes in CE code system including

HER2ONED, which is a processing code to transfer and

adjust cross sections to ACE/ONED format, are needed.

PROCEDURE .After preparing cross section database, user should

perform the following consecutive general procedure. The

reference values of xenon worth, axial power shape and

control rod worth come from the result of 3-dimensional

calculation or plant operation measurement data. After

finishing following procedure, user can apply ACE/ONED to

simulate core operation or something. The procedure in

details is described in Reference [1] and [5] .

1) common input value preparation

2) xenon worth adaptation

3) power shape adaptation

4) control rod worth adaptation

5) period and amplitude adaptation in free xenon

oscillation
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SECTION 5 SAMPLE INPUTS

î This section contains complete inputs for several typical

examples as follows. Brief explanation for each sample

input is provided to help user's understanding.

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

Xenon Adaptation

Normal Power Adaptation

Power Adaptation with Detector Response

Control Rod Adaptation

Free Xenon Oscillation

Interactive Mode

Recovering Power After 20% Power Trip

Load Follow Operation
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EXAMPLE 5.1 XENON ADAPTATION

EXPIAKftTIONi rThe first record block for base run contains common input

values with critical boron search at 0.0 MWD/MTU, ARO,

equilibrium xenon. In the second record block, search

option is changed to keff search with no xenon and others

fixed. So user can calculate xenon worth by difference of

keff values for two cases and find the adequate 'adxe'

value corresponding to reference xenon value, 2761 pcm.

&cntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC ACE/ONED SIMULATION : ROCS-ACE/ONED1,

dbname='tl2y301', burnup=0.0,burate=36.90,

powden=96.26,psys=155.1,tinhzp=296.11,tinhfp=296.11,trise=32.22,

allstp=381,rodbot=0.00, stpsiz=l.00,

over«-l.0,228.6, 228.6, 228.6, 228.6,228.6,-1.0,

habs=381.0,nbanks=7,ibank=l,2,3,4,5,6,7,

steps=381,381,381,381,381,381,381,

tfuel=689.56, isurch=2,ixeopt=2,thfeed=.true.,adxe=l.0035,

propt=0,relpow=l.0,ppm=802.0,

epsflx»l.Oe-7,epski=l.0e-7,epsks=l.Oe-7,epspow=l.Oe-7,

dcayi-2.554e-5, dcayx=2.030e-5,

adplev=l.0,0.7,0.3,

adrf=0.56553,0.45571,0.60109,0.77606,0.69511,1.83795,1.38540,

adpf(2,l) = 9.9608E-01 9.7497E-01 9.3716E-01 8.8953E-01 8.2559E-01

7.9291E-01 7.9569E-01 8.0275E-01 8.1233E-01 8.2174E-01

8.2934E-01 8.3419E-01 8.3434E-01 8.3025E-01 8.2385E-01

8.1591E-01 8.0783E-01 8.0188E-01 7.9959E-01 8.3125E-01

8.9311E-01 9.3920E-01 9.7578E-01 9.9621E-01

adpf(2,2) = 9.9613E-01 9.7529E-01 9.3796E-01 8.9095E-01 8.2782E-01

7.9557E-01 7.9831E-01 8.0528E-01 8.1474E-O1 8.2404E-01

8.3154E-01 8.3634E-01 8.3615E-01 8.3041E-01 8.2144E-01

8.1031E-01 7.9899E-01 7.9065E-01 7.8731E-01 8.2083E-01

8.8652E-01 9.3544E-01 9.7428E-01 9.9597E-01

adpf(2,3) = 9.9600E-01 9.7444E-01 9.3584E-01 8.8721E-01 8.2193E-01

7.8857E-01 7.9141E-01 7.9865E-01 8.0846E-01 8.1811E-01

8.2590E-01 8.3087E-01 8.3038E-01 8.2298E-01 8.114OE-O1

7.9705E-01 7.8245E-01 7.7168E-01 7.6728E-01 8.0390E-01

8.7579E-01 9.2934E-01 9.7185E-01 9.9559E-01

icntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Xenon Adaptation : Xe Worth=2761 pcm1,

ixeopt=3,relpow=l.0,isurch=l,
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EXAMPLE 5 • 2 NORMAL POWER ADAPTATION

first record block for base run contains common input

values with critical boron search at 0.0 MWD/MTU, ARO,

equilibrium xenon. The second, the third and the fourth

record blocks describe the adaptation input for 100%, 70%

and 30% power level, respectively. The reference power

distributions for each power level are inserted into each

record block. The corresponding 'adpf values are updated

after adaptation. Thus, user should take the last "adpf

values in 'LIST' file. The fifth, sixth and seventh record

blocks are used to confirm the coincidence of power

distribution after power adaptation.

scntl

title-'YG3-CY1 BOC ACE/ONED SIMULATION : ROCS-ACE/ONED1,

dbname='tl2y301',burnup=0.0,burate=36.90,

powden=96.26,psys=155.1,tinhzp=296.11,tinhfp=296.11,trise=32.22,

allstp=381,rodbot=0.00,stpsiz=l.00,

over=-l.0,228.6,228.6,228.6,228.6, 228.6,-1.0,

habs=381.0,nbanks=7,ibank=l,2,3,4,5,6,7,

steps-381,381,381,381,381,381,381,

tfuel=689.56,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,thfeed=.true., adxe=1.0035,

propt=0,relpow=l.O,ppm=8O2.0,

dcayi=2.554e-5,dcayx=2.010e-5,

epsflx=l.Oe-7,epski=l.Oe-7,epsks=l.Oe-7, epspow=l.Oe-7,

adplev=1.0,0.7,0.3,

adrf=0.57993,0.46148, 0.60101, 0.77610, 0.69516, 1.83806,1.38547,

adpf(2,l) = 9.9613E-01 9.7526E-01 9.3789E-01 8.9081E-01 8.2761E-01

7.9532E-01 7.9811E-01 8.0519E-01 8.1480E-01 8.2424E-01

8.3186E-01 8.3673E-01 8.3687E-01 8.3272E-01 8.2623E-01

8.1818E-01 8.1000E-01 8.0396E-01 8.0163E-01 8.3296E-01

8.9420E-01 9.3981E-01 9.7602E-01 9.9625E-01

adpf(2,2) = 9.9616E-01 9.7549E-01 9.3847E-01 8.9184E-01 8.2924E-01

7.9726E-01 8.0003E-01 8.0708E-01 8.1663E-01 8.2603E-01

8.3360E-01 8.3844E-01 8.3825E-01 8.3245E-01 8.2337E-01

8.1211E-01 8.0066E-01 7.9222E-01 7.8882E-01 8.2210E-01

8.8732E-01 9.3590E-01 9.7446E-01 9.9600E-01

adpf{2,3) = 9.9600E-01 9.7446E-01 9.3589E-01 8.8730E-01 8.2208E-01

7.8875E-01 7.9164E-01 7.9898E-01 8.0894E-01 8.1873E-01

8.2662E-01 8.3167E-01 8.3118E-01 8.2370E-01 8.1201E-01

7.9750E-01 7.8275E-01 7.7188E-01 7.6742E-01 8.0402E-01

8.7587E-01 9.2939E-01 9.7187E-01 9.9560E-01
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title='YG3-CYl BOC Power Adaptation 100%',

iadp=l,adpval=802.0,relpow=l.0,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,effk=l.000,

adppow(2)-0.317, 0.478, 0.613, 0.742, 0.906, 1.067, 1.177, 1.255,

1.304, 1.326, 1.330, 1.318, 1.291, 1.253, 1.204, 1.140,

1.056, 0.957, 0.841, 0.693, 0.555, 0.452, 0.348, 0.228,

/

Scntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Power Adaptation 70%',

iadp=2,adpval=850.0, relpow=0.7,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,effk=l.000,

adppow{2)=0.297, 0.450, 0.578, 0.701, 0.859, 1.019, 1.131, 1.215,

1.274, 1.306, 1.319, 1.318, 1.302, 1.273, 1.233, 1.176,

1.096, 0.999, 0.883, 0.730, 0.586, 0.478, 0.368, 0.240,

/

icntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Power Adaptation 30%',

iadp=3,adpval=94 6.0, relpow=0.3,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,effk=l.000,

adppow(2)=0.274, 0.417, 0.538, 0.656, 0.810, 0.970, 1.087, 1.178,

1.247, 1.290, 1.314, 1.324, 1.318, 1.298, 1.265, 1.213,

1.137, 1.040, 0.921, 0.762, 0.612, 0.498, 0.383, 0.246,

/

Scntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Axial Power Distribution 100%',

iadp=0, relpow=l.0,effk=l.000,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,ppm=802.0,

/

scntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Axial Power Distribution 70%',

iadp=0,relpow=0.7,effk=l.000,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,ppm=850.0,

/

Scntl

title-'YG3-CY1 BOC Axial Power Distribution 30%',

iadp=0,relpow=0.3,effk-l.000,isurch=2,ixeopt=2, ppm=94 6.0,
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EXAMPLE 5.3 POWER ADAPTATION WITH DETECTOR RESPONSE

e first record block for base run contains common input

values with critical boron search at 0.0 MWD/MTU, ARO,

equilibrium xenon. To perform detector response

adaptation, 'ndet' and 'rdet' input is inserted in first

common record block. Other record blocks are the same as

previous sample input, see example 5.2 explanation.

icntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC ACE/ONED SIMULATION : ROCS-ACE/ONED1,

dbname='tl2y301',burnup=0. 0,burate=36.90,

powden=96.26, psys=155.1, tinhzp=296.11, tinhfp=296.11,trise=32.22,

allstp=381,rodbot=0.00,stpsiz=l.00,

over=-l.0,228.6,228.6,228.6,228.6, 228.6,-1.0,

habs=381.0,nbanks=7,ibank=l,2,3,4,5, 6, 7,

steps=381,381,381,381,381,381,381,

tfuel=689.56,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,thfeed=.true.,adxe=l.0035,

propt=0,relpow=l.0,ppm=802.0,

dcayi=2.554e-5,dcayx=2.010e-5,

epsflx=l.Oe-7, epski=l.Oe-7, epsks=l. 0e-7, epspow=l.Oe-7,

adplev=1.0,0.7,0.3,

adrf=0.57993,0.46148,0.60101, 0.77610, 0.69516,1.83806,1.38547,

ndet=3,hdet=93.5,220.5,347.5,

rdet(1,l)=0.0,

4.93815E-03, 5.52400E-03, 6.07266E-03, 6.57348E-03, 7.16266E-03,

7.50432E-03, 7.18257E-03, 6.29832E-03, 5.11007E-03, 3.88489E-03,

2.87860E-03, 2.09640E-03, 1.49044E-03, 1.08776E-03, 8.35490E-04,

6.52377E-04, 5.05185E-04, 3.95907E-04, 3.17454E-04, 2.57070E-04,

2.17170E-04, 1.92643E-04, 1.70626E-04, 1.50917E-04,

0.0,

rdet(1,2)=0.0,

7.24O74E-O4,

2.70883E-03,

7.58065E-03,

5.96373E-04,

1.97468E-03,

7.09505E-03,

4.98667E-03,

1.21709E-03,

0.0,

rdet(1,3)=0.0

1.22030E-04,

3.26570E-04,

1.14526E-03,

5.33247E-03,

7.56316E-03,

3.77876E-03,

1.04892E-03,

1.44681E-04,

4.09910E-04,

1.56864E-03,

6.58764E-03,

7.169S9E-03,

8.80899E-04,

3.74483E-03,

7.58854E-03,

2.75014E-03,

9.08698E-04,

1.O7O40E-O3,

4.96056E-03,

7.11517E-03,

2.02259E-03,

7.93458E-04,

1.41059E-03,

6.14444E-03,

6.16440E-03,

1.51532E-03,

1.70746E-04,

5.27437E-04,

2.20212E-03,

7.56154E-03,

6.70987E-03,

2.00578E-04,

6.85666E-04,

3.01574E-03,

8.03256E-03,

6.19664E-03,

2.51090E-04,

8.80901E-04,

4 .05751E-03,

7.95966E-03,
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0.0,

adpf(2,l) - 9.9613E-

7.9532E-01

8.3186E-01

8.1818E-01

8.9420E-01

adpf(2,2) = 9.9616E

7.9726E-01

8.3360E-01

8.1211E-01

8.8732E-01

adpf(2,3) - 9.9600E

7.8875E-01

8.2662E-01

7.9750E-01

8.7587E-01

-01 9.7526E

7.9811E-01

8.3673E-01

8.1000E-01

9.3981E-01

-01 9.7549E

8.0003E-01

8.3844E-01

8.0066E-01

9.3590E-01

-01 9.7446E

7.9164E-01

8.3167E-01

7.8275E-01

9.2939E-01

01 9.3789E

8.0519E-01

8.3687E-01

8.0396E-01

9.7602E-01

01 9.3847E

8.0708E-01

8.3825E-01

7.9222E-01

9.7446E-01

-01 9.3589E

7.9898E-01

8.3118E-01

7.7188E-01

9.7187E-01

-01 8.9081E-

8.1480E-01

8.3272E-01

8.0163E-01

9.9625E-01

-01 8.9184E'

8.1663E-01

8.3245E-O1

7.8882E-01

9.9600E-01

-01 8.873OE-

8.0894E-01

8.2370E-01

7.6742E-01

9.9560E-01

-01 8.2761E-01

8.2424E-01

8.2623E-01

8.3296E-01

-01 8.2924E-01

8.2603E-01

8.2337E-01

8.2210E-01

-01 8.2208E-01

8.1873E-O1

8.1201E-01

8.0402E-01

&cntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Power Adaptation 100%',

iadp"l,adpval=802.0,relpow=1.0, isurch=2,ixeopt=2,effk=l.000,

adppow(2)=0.317, 0.478, 0.613, 0.742, 0.906, 1.067, 1.177, 1.255,

1.304, 1.326, 1.330, 1.318, 1.291, 1.253, 1.204, 1.140,

1.056, 0.957, 0.841, 0.693, 0.555, 0.452, 0.348, 0.228,

&cntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Power Adaptation 70%',

iadp-=2, adpval=850.0,relpow=0.7, isurch=2,ixeopt=2,effk=l.000,

adppow(2)=0.297, 0.450, 0.578, 0.701, 0.859, 1.019, 1.131, 1.215,

1.274, 1.306, 1.319, 1.318, 1.302, 1.273, 1.233, 1.176,

1.096, 0.999, 0.883, 0.730, 0.586, 0.478, 0.368, 0.240,

Scntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Power Adaptation 30%',

iadp=3,adpval-94 6.0,relpow=0.3, isurch=2,ixeopt=2,effk=l.000,

adppow(2)=0.274, 0.417, 0.538, 0.656, 0.810, 0.970, 1.087, 1.178,

1.247, 1.290, 1.314, 1.324, 1.318, 1.298, 1.265, 1.213,

1.137, 1.040, 0.921, 0.762, 0.612, 0.498, 0.383, 0.246,
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EXAMPLE 5.4 CONTROL ROD ADAPTATION

Ê IiM̂ !f!l6Kg||:ilThe first record block for base run contains common input

values with critical boron search at 0.0 MWD/MTU, ARO,

equilibrium xenon. The second and rest record blocks

describe the rod adaptation input; frozen xenon, rod

adaptation factor search option(9), fully inserted rod

and keff value corresponding to each rod worth.

Scntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC ACE/ONED SIMULATION : ROCS-ACE/ONED1,

dbname='tl2y301',burnup=0.0,burate=36.90,

powden-96.26,psys=155.1,tinhzp-296.11,tinhfp=296.11,trise=32.22,

allstp-381,rodbot=0.00, stpsiz-l.00,

over—1.0,228.6,228.6,228.6,228.6,228.6,-1.0,

habs=381.0,nbanks-7,ibank-l,2,3,4,5,6,7,

steps=381,381,381,381,381,381,381,

tfuel=689.56,isurch=2, ixeopt=2, thfeed=.true.,adxe=l.0035,

propt=0,relpow=l.0, ppm=802.0,

dcayi=2.554e-5,dcayx=2.010e-5,

epsflx=l.Oe-7,epski=l.Oe-7, epsks=l.Oe-7,epspow=l.Oe-7,

adplev=1.0,0.7,0.3,

adrf=0.57993,0.46148, 0.60101, 0.77610, 0.69516,1.83806,1.38547,

adpf(2,l) =» 9.9613E-01 9.7526E-01 9.3789E-01 8.9081E-01 8.2761E-01

7.9532E-01 7.9811E-01 8.0519E-01 8.1480E-01 8.2424E-01

8.3186E-01 8.3673E-01 8.3687E-01 8.3272E-01 8.2623E-01

8.1818E-01 8.1000E-01 8.0396E-01 8.0163E-01 8.3296E-01

8.9420E-01 9.3981E-01 9.7602E-01 9.9625E-01

adpf(2,2) = 9.9616E-01 9.7549E-01 9.3847E-01 8.9184E-01 8.2924E-01

7.9726E-01 8.0003E-01 8.0708E-01 8.1663E-01 8.2603E-01

8.3360E-01 8.3844E-01 8.3825E-01 8.3245E-01 8.2337E-01

8.1211E-01 8.0066E-01 7.9222E-01 7.8882E-01 8.2210E-01

8.8732E-01 9.3590E-01 9.7446E-01 9.9600E-01

adpf(2,3) = 9.9600E-01 9.7446E-01 9.3589E-01 8.8730E-01 8.2208E-01

7.8875E-01 7.9164E-01 7.9898E-01 8.O894E-O1 8.1873E-01

8.2662E-01 8.3167E-01 8.3118E-01 8.2370E-01 8.1201E-01

7.9750E-01 7.8275E-01 7.7188E-01 7.6742E-01 8.0402E-01

8.7587E-01 9.2939E-01 9.7187E-01 9.9560E-01

Scntl

title="YG3-CYl BOC Bank P : Rod Worth=207.lpcm1 ,

relpow=1.0,ixeopt=0, isurch=9,steps(1)=0, 381,381,381,381,381,381,

movrod=l,effk=0.997933,
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Scntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Bank 5 : Rod Worth=412. 7pcm',

steps(1)=381,0,381,381,381,381, 381,

movrod=2,effk=0.995890,

/

scntl

title=*YG3-CYl BOC Bank 5+4 : Rod Worth-950. 5pcm',

steps(1)=381,0,0,381,381,381,381,

movrod=3,effk=0.990584,

/

Scntl

title-'YG3-CY1 BOC Bank 5+4+3 : Rod Worth=1645.7pcm',

steps(1)=381,0,0,0,381,381,381,

movrod=4,effk=0.983809,

/

&cntl

title-1YG3-CY1 BOC Bank 5+4+3+2 : Rod Worth=2269.0pcm',

steps(1)=381,0,0,0,0,381,381,

movrod=5,effk=0.977813,

/

Scntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Bank 5+4+3+2+1 : Rod Worth=3919.9pcm',

steps(1)=381,0,0,0,0,0,381,

movrod=6,effk=0.962280,

/

&cntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC Bank 5+4+3+2+l+S Rod Worth=16487.bpcm',

steps(1)=381,0,0,0,0, 0,0,

movrod=7,effk=0.858460,
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EXAMPLE 5.5 FREE XENON OSCILLATION

first record block for base run contains common input

values with critical boron search at 0.0 MWD/MTU, ARO,

equilibrium xenon. To generate free xenon oscillation,

power is changed from 100% to 50% and remained 50% for two

hours. Afterwards power is recovered to 100%. This power

reduction induces free xenon oscillation ; xenon option is

changed to transient xenon.

Scntl

title='YG3-CYl BOC ACE/ONED SIMULATION : ROCS-ACE/ONED',

dbname='112y301',burnup=0.0, burate=36.90,

powden=96.26, psys=155.1, tinhzp-296.11, tinhfp=296.11, trise=32. 22,

allstp=381,rodbot=0.00,stpsiz=l.00,

over=-l.0,228.6,228.6,228.6, 228 . 6, 228.6,-1.0,

habs=381.0,nbanks=7,ibank=l,2,3, 4, 5,6,7,

steps=381,381,381,381,381,381,381,

tfuel=689. 56, isurch=2, ixeopt=2, thfeed=. true. ,adxe=l. 0035,

propt=0,relpow=l.0,ppm=802.0,

dcayi=2.554e-5,dcayx=2.010e-5,

epsflx=l.Oe-7,epski=1.0e-7, epsks=l. Oe-7, epspow=l.Oe-7,

adplev=1.0,0.7,0.3,

adrf=0.57993,0.46148,0.60101, 0.77610, 0.69516,1.83806,1.38547,

adpf(2,l) = 9.9613E-01 9.7526E-01 9.3789E-01 8.9081E-01 8.2761E-01

7.9532E-01 7.9811E-01 8.0519E-01 8.1480E-01 8.2424E-01

8.3186E-01 8.3673E-01 8.3687E-01 8.3272E-01 8.2623E-01

8.1818E-01 8.1000E-01 8.0396E-01 8.0163E-01 8.3296E-01

8.9420E-01 9.3981E-01 9.7602E-01 9.9625E-01

adpf(2,2) = 9.9616E-01 9.7549E-01 9.3847E-01 8.9184E-01 8.2924E-01

7.9726E-01 8.0003E-01 8.0708E-01 8.1663E-01 8.2603E-01

8.3360E-01 8.3844E-O1 8.3825E-01 8.3245E-01 8.2337E-01

8.1211E-01 8.0066E-01 7.9222E-01 7.8882E-01 8.2210E-01

8.8732E-O1 9.3590E-01 9.7446E-01 9.9600E-01

adpf(2,3) = 9.9600E-01 9.7446E-01 9.3589E-01 8.8730E-01 8.2208E-01

7.8875E-01 7.9164E-01 7.9898E-01 8.0894E-01 8.1873E-01

8.2662E-01 8.3167E-01 8.3118E-01 8.2370E-01 8.1201E-01

7.9750E-01 7.8275E-01 7.7188E-01 7.6742E-01 8.0402E-01

8.7587E-01 9.2939E-01 9.7187E-01 9.9560E-01

inter=.faulse.,

icntl

title=' HFP Eq-Xe Initial Condition',

ixeopt-2,relpow=l.0,isurch=2
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&cntl

title-1 100% -> 50% Step Pertubation1,

ixeopt»0,relpow=0.5, isurch-1,

/

scntl

title-* 50% Pertubation during 2 hours',

ixeopt-l,relpow=0.5,isurch=l,until=120,delt=30,

/

Scntl

title=' 50% -> 100% Step Change',

ixeopt=l,relpow=l.0,isurch=l, delt=0.000001,

/

icntl

title-1 HFP free Xe Oscillation ',

ixeopt=l,relpow=1.0, isurch=l,until=1440,delt=30,
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EXAMPLE 5.6 INTERACTIVE MODE

he first record block for base run contains common input

values with critical boron search at 0.0 MWD/MTU, ARO,

equilibrium xenon. Notice "inter=.true.', screen form

will be displayed on monitor by this input.

Scntl

title-'YG3-CY1 BOC ACE/ONED SIMULATION : ROCS-ACE/ONED1,

dbname='tl2y301',burnup=0.0,burate=36.90,

powden«96.26,psys-155.1,tinhzp=296.11,tinhfp=296.11,trise=32.22,

allstp-381,rodbot-0.00, stpsiz=l.00,

over=-l.0,228.6, 228.6, 228.6, 228.6,228.6,-1.0,

habs-381.0,nbanks=7,ibank=l,2,3,4,5,6,7,

steps-381,381,381,381,381,381,381,

tfuel»689.56,isurch=2,ixeopt=2, thfeed=.true.,adxe=l.0035,

propt=0,relpow=l.0,ppm=802.0,

dcayi-2.554e-5,dcayx=2.010e-5,

epsflx=1.0e-7,epski=l.Oe-7, epsks=l.Oe-7,epspow=l.Oe-7,

adplev=l.0,0.7,0.3,

adrf=0.57993,0.46148, 0.60101, 0.77610,0.69516,1.83806,1.38547,

adpf(2,l) = 9.9613E-01 9.7526E-01 9.3789E-01 8.9081E-01 8.2761E-01

7.9532E-01 7.9811E-01 8.0519E-01 8.148OE-O1 8.2424E-O1

8.3186E-O1 8.3673E-01 8.3687E-01 8.3272E-01 8.2623E-01

8.1818E-01 8.1000E-01 8.0396E-01 8.0163E-01 8.3296E-01

8.9420E-01 9.3981E-01 9.7602E-01 9.9625E-01

adpf{2,2) = 9.9616E-01 9.7549E-01 9.3847E-01 8.9184E-01 8.2924E-01

7.9726E-01 8.0003E-01 8.0708E-01 8.1663E-01 8.2603E-01

8.3360E-01 8.3844E-01 8.3825E-01 8.3245E-01 8.2337E-01

8.1211E-01 8.0066E-01 7.9222E-01 7.8882E-01 8.2210E-01

8.8732E-01 9.3590E-01 9.7446E-01 9.9600E-01

adpf(2,3) = 9.9600E-01 9.7446E-01 9.3589E-01 8.8730E-01 8.2208E-01

7.8875E-01 7.9164E-01 7.9898E-01 8.0894E-01 8.1873E-01

8.2662E-01 8.3167E-01 8.3118E-01 8.2370E-01 8.1201E-01

7.9750E-01 7.8275E-01 7.7188E-01 7.6742E-01 8.0402E-01

8.7587E-01 9.2939E-01 9.7187E-01 9.9560E-01

inrest=2,

inter=.true.,
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EXAMPLE 5.7 RECOVERING POWER AFTER 20% POWER TRIP

[This input cited from Reference [5] represents the power

recovering situation after 20% power trip.

The second record block describes the steady state at 20%

power before trip.

The third block shows trip state. All rods are fully

inserted and power is zero. Search option should be

changed to keff search and transient xenon is started.

In the fifth block part-strength control element assembly

(PSCEA) and shutdown bank are withdrawn.

After the seventh block, power is increased step by step

to 0%, 10%, 15%, 18% and 20% while withdrawing regulating

bank 5 and searching critical bank 5 position (isurch=3,

movrod=2).

&cntl
title='YG3-CYl BOC ACE/ONED SIMULATION : ROCS-ACE/ONED',
dbname='tl2y3cl',burnup=0.0,burate=37.30,
powden=96.70,psys=155.1,tinhzp=295.83, tinhfp=295.83,trise=31.56,
allstp=200,rodbot=0.00,stpsiz=l.905, over=-l.0,120, 120,120,120,120,
habs=381.0, ibank=l,2
steps=200,
tfuel=644.0,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,thfeed=.true., adxe=l.0000,
dcayi=2.924e-5,dcayx=2.100e-5,
propt=0,relpow=l.0,ppm=7 55.0,
adplev=1.0,0.7,0.0,
aotarg=-.08,fdiband=0.01,-0.01
adrf=.58385, .48376, .63137, .80591, .72702, 1.91119, 1.44281

adpf(2,l)=9.9705E-01 9.8115E-01 9.5269E-01 9.1684E-01 8.6870E-01

8.4418E-O1 8.4709E-01 8.5421E-01 8.6388E-01 8.7338E-01

8.8105E-01 8.8594E-01 8.8626E-01 8.8291E-01 8.7767E-01

8.7118E-01 8.6458E-01 8.5971E-01 8.5779E-01 8.8023E-01

9.2414E-01 9.5685E-01 9.8281E-01 9.9731E-01

adpf (2,2)=9.9676E-01 9.7933E-01 9.4810E-01 9.0877E-01 8.5597E-01

8.2905E-01 8.3205E-01 8.3945E-01 8.4948E-01 8.5935E-01

8.6731E-01 8.7239E-01 8.7249E-01 8.6786E-01 8.6063E-01

8.5166E-01 8.4254E-01 8.3581E-01 8.3310E-01 8.5940E-01

9.1095E-01 9.4934E-01 9.7982E-01 9.9684E-01

adpf (2,3)=9.9502E-01 9.6822E-01 9.2023E-01 8.5978E-01 7.7862E-01

7.3705E-01 7.3947E-01 7.4601E-01 7.5488E-01 7.6360E-01

7.7063E-01 7.7512E-01 7.7497E-01 7.6974E-01 7.6155E-01

7.5140E-01 7.4107E-01 7.3346E-01 7.3056E-01 7.7313E-01

8.5631E-01 9.1826E-01 9.6744E-01 9.9490E-01

/

icnt l
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title-'Steady State 20 % Power1,
relpow=0.2,
steps(1)=200,150,200,200,200, 200,200
/
scntl

title='Trip',
ixeopt=l,
steps(l)=0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

relpow=0.0,isurch=l,delt=O.00001,
/
Scntl

title='Trip State During 1 Hour',

delt=20.,until=60.,
/
Scntl

title='Shutdown Bank and PSCEA Withdrawal'
steps(l)=200,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 200,
delt=0.00001,
/
&cntl

title='2O Min After'
steps(1)=200,0,0,0,0,0,200,
delt=20.,until=80.,
/
Scntl
title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal1

steps(1)=200, 79, 200,200,200,200,200,
relpow=0.0,isurch=3,movrod=2,delt=0.000001,effk=l.,
/
Scntl
title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal'
steps(1)=200, 141,200,200,200,200,200,
isurch=3,relpow=0.1,
/
Scntl
title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal1

isurch=3,relpow=0.1,delt=20. ,until=120.,
/
icntl
title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal'
isurch=3, relpow=0.15,delt=0.00001,
/
&cntl

title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal1

isurch=3, relpow=0.15,delt=20.,unti1=220.,
/
&cntl

title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal'
isurch=3,relpow=0.18,delt=0.00001,
/
icntl

title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal'
isurch=3,relpow=0.18,delt=20.,unti1=320.,
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Scntl
title="Regulating Bank Withdrawal1

isurch=3,relpow=0.20,delt=0.00001,
/
scntl

title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal'

isurch-3,relpow=0.20, delt=20.,until=360.,
/
&cntl

title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal1

isurch=3, delt-20.,ppm=964.,until=500.,
/
&cntl

title='Regulating Bank Withdrawal1

isurch-3, relpow=0.20,delt-20.,until=1000.,ppm=969.,
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EXAMPLE 5. 8 LOAD FOLLOW OPERATION

input simulates the typical 12-3-6-3 load follow

operation with MINB strategy.

The first record block for base run contains common input

values with critical boron search at 10000.0 MWD/MTU, ARO,

equilibrium xenon.

In the second block, transient xenon is selected.

In the third block, power is linearly decreased to 60%

during 3 hours with MINB strategy, 'wayon' equals true and

'ways' has 5 sequences. The flow chart of this strategy is

explained in Figure 5.1.

Scntl

title='YG2-CY6 EOC LOAD FOLLOW,

dbname='tl2y2c6',burnup=10000.0, burate=40.3,

powden=103.1,psys=155.1,tinhzp=291.7,tinhfp=291.5,trise=36.8,

allstp=228,rodbot=9.60, stpsiz=l.588,over=115,115,115,115,

habs=362.064,nbanks=5,ibank=2,l,5,5,5,3,4,5,5,3, 2, 5, 4,

steps(l)=228,

tfuel=557.9,isurch=2,ixeopt=2,thfeed=.true.,adxe=l.175,

propt=0, relpow=l.0, ppm=10.0, ppmmin=-500.0,

adrf=0.71113, 0.74320, 0.93505, 0.60349,0.98521,

adplev=1.0,0.5,0.0,

adpf(2,l)=6.3878E-01 9.5312E-01 7.1451E-01 7.0293E-01 7.0442E-01

6.9408E-01 7.1280E-01 7.2568E-01 8.4810E-01 6.9049E-01

adpf(2,2)=7.3802E-01 9.5262E-01 7.3821E-01 7.1802E-01 7.0751E-01

6.9402E-01 7.0412E-01 7.0684E-01 8.4132E-01 6.1617E-01

adpf(2,3)=8.3231E-01 9.7085E-01 8.1963E-01 7.9067E-01 7.8360E-01

7.6591E-01 7.8181E-01 7.9464E-01 9.2575E-01 6.9857E-01

aotarg=-0.036,fdiband=0.03,-0.12,

/

Scntl

isurch=2

delt=20.0

i x e o p t = l

/

&cntl

w a y o n = . t r u e .

w a y s = 3 , 2 , 0 , 2 , 6 , 3 , 5 , 3 , 1 2 , 2 , 5 , 4 , 1 1 , 2 , 5 , 0 , 2 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

endpow=0 .6 ,un t i l=180 . 0

/

S c n t l
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endpow=0.6,until=540.0

/

Scntl

endpow=l.0,until=720.0

/

Scntl

endpow=1.0,until=1440.0

/

Scntl

endpow=0.6,until=1620.0

/

Scntl

endpow=0.6,until=l980.0

/

&cntl

endpow=l.0,until=2160.0

/

&cntl

endpow=1.0,until=2880.0
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The first

sequence

block

The second

sequence
block

The third
sequence

block

The fourth

sequence

block

search critical
rod position

search AO band
with rod

No

move rod to RIL

Whether
AO is inside of

band?

move rod to top of
maneuvering band

No

go to next time step

>• go to next time step

Yes

Yes

Yes

search critical boron

concentration The fifth
sequence

block

go to next time step

FIGURE 5 . 1 FLOW CHART OF OPERATION STRATEGY

IN SAMPLE INPUT 5 . 8
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APPENDIX CROSS SECTION DATABASE(TAPE12)

The representation of neutron cross section is approximated as linear

based on reference points as follows.

;

where,

2o : cross section at reference point

—x- : variation for boron
appm

variation for fuel temperature (t)
O\ If

-^— : variation for moderator temperature

—z : variation for moderator density(gm/cc)
OPm

D : diffusion coefficient

//, : power adaption factor

B2 : radial buckling (I/cm2)

Ox? '• xenon microscopic cross section (barn)

'• control rod cross section (I/cm)

CO : control rod adaptation factor multiplied by factor

of degree of control rod insertion

Also each cross section is arranged as following order.

: £M I = qi\ I fast transport cross section

2 : Sa\ fast absorption cross section

(removal cross section is extracted.)

3 : ER removal cross section
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4 : uSA fast nu fission cross section

5 : S/i fast fission cross section

6 : EM ( = JL I thermal transport cross section

7 : EJZ thermal absorption cross section

8 : VSQ thermal nu fission cross section

9 : Ea thermal fission cross section

Cross section databas of each cycle is generated at several burnup

points(BOC, BOX, MOC, EOC etc) and combined as one file. Afterwards this

file will be inputted as a parameter of 'dbname' in ACE/ONED input. The

structure of cross section database for ACE/ONED is described below with

FORTRAN format.

Card 1. (12i6)

Read nzykl, nabbr, nrsb, mwq, nwb, ntyp, nbflg

where, nzykl

nabbr

nrsb

nrst

nwq

nwb

ntyp

cycle number(neglected)

number of burnup steps

number of control rod types

number of axial compositions of control rod

number of macro cross section sets

number of feedback cross section sets

neglected

Card.2 (12x6)

Read nk

where, nk : number of axial layers

Card.3 (6el2.5)

Read (boxz(k), k - 1, nk)

where, boxz(k) : thickness of axial layer k (cm)

from core bottom k = 1, 2, . . . .

Card. 4 (12x6) - repeated nk times

do n = 1, nk

read n,lq(n), lb(n)

continue
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ACE/ONKU User's Manual

where, lq(n) : index of base cross section set

lb(n) : index of feedback cross section set

(l<lq(n)<nwq), (l<lb(n)<nwb)

Card.5 (1216)

read (indrsq(k), k - 1, nrsb)

where, indrsq : cross section index of control rod

(l<indrsq(k)<nrsb, neglected)

* Card.6 -Card.27 are repeated nabbr times for every burnup points.

Card.6 (22X,a)

read title

where, title : title with 40 characters

Card.7 (6el2.5)

read bu, xkl, efpd, buin

where, bu : accumulated burnup (neglected)

xkl : neglected

efpd : neglected

buin : cycle burnup (MWD/MTU)

Card.8 Dummy Card

Card.9 (5el2.5 / 4el2.5, il2)

do nq - 1, nwq

read (sig-0 (i,nq),i=l,9), nqq

continue

where, sig-0 : reference macro cross section (I/cm)

Card.10 Dummy

Card.11 (5el2.5 / 4el2.5, 112)

do nq = 1, nwq

read (s ig-b ( i , n q ) , i = 1,9), nqq

continue

where, s ig -b : boron cross s ec t ion (I/cm)

* Card.12, 13 are repeated nrsb times for con t ro l rod types .
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Card.12 : Dummy

Card.13

do ns » 1, nrst

read(sig-c(irns,nr), i = 1, 9), nrr

enddo

where, sig-c : control rod partial cross section (I/cm)

Card 14. Dummy

Card 15 (2el2.5, 112) when nbflg = 0.

do n = 1, nk

read bsq(l,n), bsq(2,n), nn

enddo

where, bsq : transverse buckling (I/cm )

Card 15 <3el2.5,il2) when nbflg = 1.

do n=l,nk

read buz(n) , bsq(l, n),bsq(2,n),nn

enddo

Card 16. Dummy

Card 17. (2el2.5)

read sigxe(l), sigxe(2)

where, sigxe : micro absorption cross section of Xe-135

for thermal and fast groups (barn)

Card 18. (2el2.5, 112)

do nq = 1, nwq

readyi(nq), yxe(nq), nqq

continue

where, yi, yxe : 1-135, Xe-135 yield

Card 19. Dummy

Card 20. (6el2.5)

read (ref(i), i = 1, 4)
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where, ref(1) : reference boron concentration (ppra)

ref(2) : reference moderator density (gm/cc)

ref(3) : reference moderator temperature (TJ)

ref (4) : reference fuel temperature (t)

Card 21. (6eX2.5)

read trise

where, trise : moderator temperature rise (1C)

Card 22. Dummy

Card 23.

do nb = 1, nwb

read (sigmt(i,nb) , i = 1, 9)

continue

where, sigmt : cross section variation for moderator temperature

Card 24 . Dummy

Card 25.

do nb = 1, nwb

read (sigmd(i, nb), i = 1. 9)

continue

where, sigmd : cross section variation for moderator density

Card 26. Dummy

Card 27.

do nb = 1, nwb

read(sigft (i, nb), i = 1, 9)

continue

where, sigft : cross section variation for fuel temperature

End of File
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Abstract

The purpose of this report is to develop ONED-based Adaptive Core Emulator (ACE) for Korean Standard

Nuclear Power Plant. This report is first year report and includes

1) Augmentation of ONED94 I/O system

2) Non-equilibrium xenon initialization for core transient simulation

3) ONED94 verification via plant measurements

4) Automatic data link system from PMS and personal computer
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